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HOSPITAL STRIKERS MARCH
B.B. King's Bandmen
Are Beaten, Stabbed
In 'Wallace Country'

Union Official
Quits Air Force
Promises Fast
Tempo, Militancy
Black Officer

TOPEKA, Kan. (UPI) — A
Negro major Wednesday said
he plans to resign from the Air
Force because of discrimination
and restrictions on his activity
in civil rights.
Maj. Lewis Olive, a 1955 West
Point graduate, told a news con
ference Monday in a lawyer's
Striking employees of the answer the charges. She was
office of his plans "because of
City Hospital complex resorted represented by Attorney
conditions in the Air Force to
new tactics late last week. Anthony Sabella.
which do not allow me to mainLast Saturday the strikers The pickets did not carry
tain the position I want to, and
marched from Clayborn Tem- signs. Fire and Police director,
because the Air Force is not ple to
City Hall and from City Frank Holloman has said anysympathetic to Negro airmen Hall
to the Loraine Motel. one involved in the hospital
or officers."
Nearly 600 participated in the strike and who is arrested will
The 37-year-old father of
march and rally at the site be placed under a peace bond.
four has been stationed at
where the late Martin Luther
A peace bond differs from
Forbes Air Force Base the last
King, Jr. was mortally wound- an appearance bond in that
two years.
ed April 4, 1968.
only appearance in court is
"It is now now possible for
At the rally Dr. H. Ralph necessary for the appearance
me to say the things I should
Jackson a leader in the strike bond, while the peace bond is
say," he told newsmen, "and
spoke of a possible boycott, of forfeited if the defendant bewear this uniform."
downtown merchants.
comes involve" in any illegal
Olive declined to answer som
On Monday about 200 mem- action while the peace bond is
questions on specific incidents bers
of the American Federal in effect.
on advice of his attorney, Hal
tion of State, County and
Hospital
Odell
director
E. Desjardins of Topeka.
Municipal
Employees
union Horton was out of town during
Neither Olive nor the layer
picketed John Gaston Hospital the Saturday march on Main
would comment on whether leat three shift changes. One of st.
gal action was being contemI the ickets was arrested for According to Jesse Epps,
plated.
allegedly threatening a breach AFSCME official, "The strike
of the peace.
will increase in tempo until
Mrs. Queen Cunninghan of the city opens negotiations".
7 W. Dempster was scheduled Mr. Horton contends that the
to appear in General Sessions city cannot negotiate until the
Court Tuesday morning to strikers return to work.

Shouting, "You are in Wal- The fight was broken up
lace Country now," 12 white when Louisiana state troopers
hoodlums beat a musician and arrived. A full investigation
a white writer traveling with has been promised.
the B. B. King orchestra and Three days of engagements
stabbed another member of had to be cancelled while the
recovering
the group when they made a musicians
were
stop for gas at a truck stop in from injuries.
Baton Rouge recently.
Mr. King received a letter
Bobby King, public relations from W. W. "Woody" Duman,
director for the orchestra, told mayor-president of the city of
the Tri-State Defender that Pat Baton Rouge and Parish of
Williams of Detroit, the trump- East Baton Rouge on Monday,
et player, and Michael Linden, stating that he had just been
a writer working on an article informed by a Baton Rouge
about B. B. King, were beaten radio announcer about the atwith chains in the Louisiana tack on the players, and added
city, and Lee Gatlin, the "We are making a complete
saxophone player was stabbed, investigation of the incident,
when they stopped for gas and I can assure you that
and coffee in the establishment every effort will be made to
pot Memphis, for her silk
RECEIVING SON'S MEDniece of the hero; Mrs.
frequented by truck drivers. maintain law, order and jusAL—Mrs. Virgie P. FletchPFC. Jerry Fletcher, will"
Estella Greene, his sister;
this
tice
for
every
person
in
The incident occurred on
er, second from right, acdied in Vietnam last May
Mrs. Fletcher, and Miss
city
at
all
times."
Monday, Sept. 23, as they
cepts Silver Star Medal
12. From left are Col.
Katherine Fletcher, a siswere bound from Port Allen, The B. B. King band is back
Martin, Miss Gail Greene,
from Col. T. I. Martin,
ter. (Withers Photo)
La., for an engagement in on the road and playing in
commandre of Defense DeTexas
this
week.
Baton Rouge.
Mr. King said that most of
the musicians were sleeping in
the bus while it was being
gassed up, and Mr. Williams
and Mr. Linden decided to get
some coffee and entered the
cafe.
A man believed to have been
James I. Taylor, Democratic
one of the truck drivers, benominee for the State House of
The Silver Star Medal, the ithe enemy launched a mascame angry and began using
1 H. A. "Art" Gilliam, who Representatives from District
nation's third highest award sive mortar and ground attack
profane language when he
writes a weekly column for the 5, has won the endorsement of
for bravery, was presented on the battalion's fire support
saw the white and black men
editorial
page of the Memphis the Baptist Ministers Alliance
posthumously to Private First base, Private Fletcher's eleenter the cafe, and told the
The
Class Jerry Fletcher on Mon- ment came under devastating Commercial Appeal, has made at a announcement was made
writer, "We can do without
meeting held on Tuesday,
his
debut
with
the
WMC-TV
day afternoon in ceremonies enemy fire.
your kind down here."
.
Oct. 1. The organization is head- Two person wc-e killed here con,paret it 56 Or this time
news staff on Monday.
at Defense Depot Memphis.
Just before they were at"Wrtar ?Id RPG
ed by Rev. Roy Love and Rev. last Saturday it sepal- Ite in- lagi ,eart
On hand to receive the rounds and heavy smaCarms M. E. Greiner, Jr., general
group ot 12', sometacked by
L. A. Hamblin.
cidents, and it brought the
manager
of
the
WMC
Stations
medal
was
the
soldier's fire were coming into and all
one shouted, "This is Wallace
The organization's meeting total up to 61 for the year, as The victims were Leroy
mother, Mrs. Virgie P. Flet- around the listening post's and vice president of Scrippscountry," and began the attack.
was held at Golden Leaf BapPowell of 812 Poplar st. and
cher of 2950 Raiford rd. It was area, but Private Fletcher Howard Broadcasting Company tist
Mr. King said that the sleepChurch with 120 ministers in
Gilpresented to her by Col. T. I. held his ground and poured said when announcing Mr.
ers on the bus heard the cry
Wallace, 62, of 1374
Lee
attendance.
com- heavy and accurate fire into ham's appointment that the new
Martin. USA, depot
for help, ran inside, and joined
Kentucky.
mander.
in the fracas, which was
the advancing enemy. During staff member will undertake
assigninvestigative
B. B. KING
turned into a running battle.
Pfc Fletcher, who was 19, the attack, Private Fletcher special
Mr. Powell, 40, was stabbed
was drafted into the Army was mortally wounded by the ments for the noon, 6 p.m., and
in the heart by Joe Lacey.
while serving with the Youth intense hostile fire, but his 10 p.m., news reports on Chan43, who roomed with him at
Corps in Washington, D.C., valorous and unselfish actions nel Five.
the Poplar address following
overwhelming
odds Mr. Gilliam is the son of
and had been in Vietnam less against
one of numerous arguments
than a month when he was had halted the enemy attack Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,
they had been involved in.
and contributed immeasura- Sr., of 1283 S. Parkway East.
killed on May 12, 1968.
Mrs. Powell was carried to
The citation accompanying bly to the defeat of the enemy His father is second vice
the Baptist Memorial Hospital
the Silver Star Medal read: force.
president of Universal Life Inwhere he was pronounced dead
"For
gallantry
in
action: "Private Fletcher's personal surance Company and his mothon arrival.
Private First Class Fletcher bravery, aggressiveness and er a teacher at Porter Junior
distinguished himself by hero- devotion to duty are in keep- High School.
The Memphis NAACP is ready
Police said that Mr. Walic action on 12 May 1968, while ing with the highest traditions
to
ick off its annual Miss Social
Yale
from
graduated
was
lace
and his wife, Mrs. Hazel
He
serving as a rifleman on a of the military service and
University and received a mas- Belle contest and has issued a
Wallace. 54, were involved in
five man forward listening reflect great credit upon himter's degree in actuarial science call for young ladies to partia family argument when she
post for Company B. 4th Bat- self, his unit, the 25th Infantry
the University of Michigan cipate as contestants.
from
grabbed
a board and struck
A young woman from Ni- Mrs. Booker T. James, Sr., by talion, 9th Infantry in the Division
and t he
United
Sponsors have added a fourth
him on the side of his head.
d a u ghter-in-law, Mrs. Republic of Vietnam. When States Army.geria, West Africa, is a student her
and fifth cash prize for this conat Memphis State University Samuel D. James, and Mrs.
Mr. Wallace went outside
test. First prize will be $300. CARRIER FOR LONGVIEW —
husband
James
and
her
this semester.
and lay down in the yard, and
second, $100; third, $75; fourth
She is Miss Christiana Ajayi, agreed to serve as her aid
Michael Fultz, a four-year someone called police. He had
$50, and fifth. $25.
who has recently gained the while in the United States.
veteran
Tri-State Defender car- died before the officers arrivYoung ladies, mainly teenBluff City and Shelby County Miss Ajayi arrived in Memagers.
interested
in
serving
as
at
the
age of 13, is in the ed.
rier
as
her
phis
in
time
to
attend
sumCouncil of Civic Clubs
Mrs.
contestants
should
contact
mer school.
sponsor.
nintb grade at South Side MO He was carried to Methodist
Leon H. Griffin (946-5693).
In Africa, Miss Ajayi be- Dr. John E. Jordan is
Hospital and pronounced dead.
A colorful coronation ball. gchool. He is the son of Mr.
longed to the Literary and De- chairman of the Education
with emphasis on youth of the and Mrs. Tillman Fultz of 1036 Lacey and Mrs. Wallace
bating Society, the Legion of Committee for the Bluff City By EARL S. CLANTON, III plays
before the drive stalled.
city, will close .out the contest. Alice st. Michael enjoys watch- were charged with murder
Mary, Crossroad Africa, the and Shelby County Council of
N
Tentative
ative
2
date for the ball is ing professional football games and appeared in City Court
Kingpins, was a USIS television Civic Clubs, Mrs. Tommie
NASHVILLE — With their With fourth and goal, May
on Monday morning.
on television.
star and a member of a Dra- Evans chairman of public- brand new college presidents elected to boot the three pointity, and
Frank
Kilpatrick
matic Society.
watching, T e nnessee
State er with 13:12 to play until
to president.
She
w a s introduced
University, eked past Texas intermission.

Silver Star Presented
Young Hero's Mother

Art Gilliam Ministers Back
Joins Channel James Taylor
Wife Slays Husband, 62,
5's NewsStaff
Itfl

0W

From Board

'Social Belle'
Contestants

Nigerian Female
Student Attends
Memphis State U.

Are Invited

IA um,

T

ennessee State Ekes
By Texas Team 11-10

Southern University 11 to 101 The Merrittmen first got on
under the lights in W. J. Hale the score board with the first
Stadium last Saturday night.: of t w o
safeties one-third
Both in the initial year as through the second period.
Shannon punted from Texas'
their schools' chief administra- 40 and the ball rolled dead on
tors, Tennessee State's presi- the three. On the Texan's first
dent, Dr. A. P. Torrence, play from there, State's forand Texas Southern's Dr. ward wall dropped John MoseGranville M. Sawyer were ly in the end zone.
among the 9,500 fans who saw.
the Big Blues' defensive might, Trailing 2-3, the Big Blues
linebacker James Greer and took the free kick and drove
ends Tom McCord and Bob 51 yards in four plays. David
Stevenson dump Texas South- Davis hauled in Shannon's 35erns quaterback David Mays yard touchdown pass for the
in the end zone for a game- tally. Elbert Drungo kicked
People's Day w a s
winning safety with just a the extra point and Tennessee Young
recently at the
State
held
a
9-3
halftime
edge.
celebrated
little better than six minutes
Evening Star Baptist Church
left in the game.
Coach Paul's Texans pleasat 1051 Mississippi blvd., and
"One point is as good as a ed their president by taking the speaker for the morning
hundred," Coach John A. Mer- a third-period 10-9 lead that service, was Rev. E. Barnett.
'tt extolled, "It still goe5 was set up when Lloyd MumRev. Harold W. Spight was
i nt e rcepted
Wayne
down in the record book as a phord
speaker for the program at
win. We are still undefeated Reese's fumble on Tennessee's 3, and members of Lane
< and 3-0 on the season with an nine. Two plays later, Ors- Avenue 8aptist Church speceight-game win skein going for borne Longworth punched in ial guests.
for the score. Mays added
us."
raising
the
highestl
the extra point, and the Texas For
Coach Clif Paul's Texans Tigers maintained a single amount of money, little Miss
was
crowned!
gave the hometowners a scare point advantage until the Big Kathy Jones
"Miss Princes:,"
by scoring first. Opening the l Blues fourth stanza safety.
second period, Mickey Con-i
Johnny Yancy was chairway intercepted the first of Next week the Merrittmen man of the day, Melvin Jackfive of Bob Shannon's aerials take their unblemished rec- son co-chairman, and Mrs.
to set up the 23-yard field gold ord to Grambling for a crack Jeannette Jones supervisor.
at Coach Eddie Robinson's
Mays.
by
David
"Hundred Yards to Glory"
Mrs. E. L. Jackson is church
From State's 32, Mays mov- boys who are 1-2 on the sea- reporter, and Rev. B. Hendered the ball to the three in eighti son.
son pastor.

Evening Star
Holds Young
People's Day

CANDIDATE
CIPALS — Atty. George
H. Brown, independent candidate for State Representative from District 5, is
seen here discussing the
school problems of the area

with Principals Mose Walker, Jr., center, Lincoln
Junior High School, and
Geroge
W. Cox, right
Walker Avenue Elementary
School. Atty. Brown, a former teacher at Carver

Ittgli School gave talk at
the Memphis Education Association's
first
general
meeting on Oct. R at Sheffield High School. (Withers Photo)
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!MATER'ENT REGUURE
BY TIM
ACT OF ACGCNT 24. 1911. Az.
AMENDED
SI
TUE
ACTS
OF
MAACK 3. 1933. AND JULY 3. 1940
41ITLIC 39 'UNITED STATEA ('ODE. ,
SECTION 283) MOWING THE OWN- u
PMEMIT MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION OF
The Tri-State Defender. published
weekly at U.S. Post Office, Memphis.
A Tennessee mother of two' Mrs. Greene'5 husband, Tom
Tenn . for October 1 1968
now serving in Greene, is a
1. The ILVATIO• and addresses of the servicemen
totally disabled
Publisher. editor. managing editor •nd Vietnam
urged
an
all-out
business manager art:
veteran and is retired from!
John II SengstaLie. 2400 8. Michi- support of the Humphrey-Musgan Ave., Chicago. III_ Whittier A. kie
ticket in the November the U.S. Navy. He is a veteran
Sengstacke. 236 9. Wellington. Hemelection.
plus. Tenn.
of both World War II and the
2. The owner Is• The New Tri-State
She is Mrs. Agnes Greene' Korean Conflict.
Pub. Co.; John N. Sengstacke, 2400
9. Michigan Ave. Chicago
; YTIld• of 285 Martingale Drive, Old'
crick D. sentstacke, 2400 & MichiHickory, an employee of the Her son James, a corporal
gan Ave., Chicago. Ill.: Whittier A.
Sengstacke, 236 & Wellington Street, State of Tennessee and wife of with the 32d Airborne, attend'
Memphis, Tenn.
ed DuPont High School and
3. The known bondholders mortga- a disabled veteran.
gees, and other security holders ownMrs. Greene's two sons are!graduated from Alvin C. York
rig 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds. mortgages. or other James
Greene, 19, a parasecurities are: tlf (hen" are none, au
trooper wi`..h the 82 Airborne Institute, J mesto wn.
state). NONE.
4. Paragraph 2 and 3 include, in Division and Hollis Greene, 20,
The other son, Hollis,
cases where the stockholders or sewith the USS Woodpecker, a engineman 2d
curity holder appears upon the books
class, attended
of the company as trustee or in any mine
sweeper oft the coast!
other fiduciary relation, the
DuPont High School and rename of Vietnam.
whom such trustee is acting; also the
Mrs. Greene said she wasl ceived his MO school diploma
statements in the two paragraphs
show the atfiant's full knowledge and going
all-out for Hubert Hum-I
belief a.s to the circumstances and
from the Navy.
because she feels he
conditions under which stockholders phrey
and security holders who do not ap- holds
more hope for the young
pear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities people than either of the other!
in a capacity other than that of a presidential candidates.
bona fide owner.
"I believe in Vice-President
5. The average number of copies of
each :ssue of this publication sold or Humphrey and
am supporting
distributed, through the mails or otherwise or paid subscribers during the him for l'resictent because he
12 months preceding the date shown and the Democrat
Party have
above. 22 600,
Whittier Sengstacke. (Ian. Mgr. always beela interested in the
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of the Fisk University
campus at Nashville, Tenn.
w ill host
Lemoyne-Owen
Tougaloo. Oct. 2E, before entering the District 24 NA1A
meet :it Cumberland, Ky.
counThe i..eMoyne squad won its
cross
LeMoyne.-Owen a
meet oui. of the starts
try squad will run against second
ea • the CBS
Saturday
last
Tougaloo,
Tougaloo at
of
Lane
defeating
course
then
this Saturday, Oct. 12, and
Jackson, Tenn., 15-50invas-i
19
Oct.
the
for
ready
get
ion

Mother Of Servicemen
rges Support Of HHH

Squad To Run
At Tougaloo

NAMED TO KEY FEDERAL POSTS — U. S. Civil
Service Commission Chairman John W. Macy. Jr.,
third from left, discusses
civil service programs with
William E. Fowler, JJr.,'
newly appointed Executive
Vice Chairman, Interagency Advisory Group, and
Mrs- Peggy S. Griffiths.

named to succeed Mr. Fowler as a Member of the
Board of Appeals and Review, while CSC Executive Director Nicholas J.
Oganovic looks on. The Interagency Advisory Group,
made up of Personnel Direct ors of Government
agencies, advises the Commission in Federal person-

nel programs. Mr. Fowler
will also direct the Office of
Complaints and serve as
thee Commission's Equal
Opportunity Officer. Mrs.
Griffiths transferred to the
Commission from the Per.
sonnet Division of the Veterans Administration.
(U.S. Civil Service Commission Photo)

You Don'tPay More..
You JustGet More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER

• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

±FISHER
1925 UNION •275-1143
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rifle F
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Normal
pleted
Marine
here r
He s
tinction
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during
firing
with it
talon
Marine
A gr
School
tered t

youth of America," she said.
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MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local. truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

' 1,060f144-et4et
Pt-144--*kr[7:*,.41,g _
1,-‘,0)1741r2.,
.

READ THIS STRANGE STORY. WHAT PRAYER
AND REV. COSTONIE DID FOR ME SAYS:
Mr. John Bell
6150 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, III. 60653

In
i*t,

started drinkirsg in my early
teens, more and more each day un•
ill I finally turned into an olcholic.
For twenty-five years I drank over a
quart a day Drinking ruined my lif•
I worked for the yellow cab co,
painting finishes at S400 day. Whiskey interfermd with my work and I
lost that. I continued to drink until
I saw snakes following me. I was a
1:
physical and mental wreck.
My sister sent m• to REV. COSTONIE and Faith Temple Church. I
had no money
to offer him not a
penny. Yet REV. COSTONIE prayed
for me every morning
It took two
months before the craving left me
I usec to shake all over until I could
get a drink -- no more thanks to God
and REV. COSTONIE Now thanks to
this mcn, I hose a job also
Anyone with a problem, money,
family troubles, should see this man
MR. JOHN BELL
or write to him at 927 E. 47th St.
Chicago, Ill. 60653 Or call for an appointment at WA 4.4969.

oferf

"..•0

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAG0,1LLINGIS 60653

fla

wssememmessmilmemiwalli

Your first place setting of exquis

Tirgp Time

What's the
fastest way
to New York
City?

'44..-4•••
•

That's
212 Country.
Dial Long Distance
Direct.
Save up to
40%

I

Remember: you get low station-to-station
rates when you Dial Long Distance Direct...
and you save up to 40% over calling
person-to-person. Nice to remember that the
quickest way to get from here to there is also
the most economical. Full dialing instructions
are in the front of your
telephone book.
South Central Bell

-

imported stainless
FREE when you open a
First National Everyday Interest
mosio Savings
Account with $25 or more
(or add that sum to your present account)
If you've ever felt the urge to save,
ent account. And with each $25
thee's never been a better time to let after that you can buy additionaldeposit
pl
yourself'go.
settings at the low price of 0.50 ea
• , First National of Memphis' exciting Stunning accessory
pieces ma
new Tulip Time program makes thrift 'purchased.
doubly rewarding. Besides helping your
If you prefer, you can purchase
Money grow faster with everyday interest,
whole
collection—service for #**1
First National /tow enables you to acquire
the
extra
pieces including a ban
a complete seit:of lovely Tulip Time stainless,at a pricefar below what you'd expect chest—ifor $33.00 plus a singled
of $350 or more.
to pay for comparable tableware.
This lovely tableware is on
Look what is remarkable program
all
First, National offices. COntie'
offers. ForI apeers, we give you your
start your collection now.
, first 5-pietk, Ike setting FREE when
you start y 'iiiiiings account with $25 beautiful.
or more, oi. 4414-1fiat,much to your pres- *Offer limited one to a

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
%/AlIPS!,1 IPMRSiti /

L0(
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Harry Golden To Talk
At Lane Friday Night

PFC. J. DUPREE

Person Avenue

Kindergarten
PTA Will Meet

The 1911141 14ano College Dr. Howard Conant, distinArtist Serns afircially begins guished educator, author and
Friday night when the first painter, Dec. 6; the fourth is
of six Presentations. One of the Don Cossack Chorus and
social Dancers, .5 grcup of twentyhest-loved
America's
crities, Harry Golden, comes five, with brilliant soloists and
to Lane at 8 p.m. to sneak in sensational dancers, March 3;
the fifth is Robert Minftxrd, a
the chapel.
The line-up is speculated to noted figure of theater and
19: and
be.the most dynamic, artistic, television, March
literary and educational series the concluding presentation is
in recent years. Included will John A. Osinundsen, a noted
be authors, critics, musicians, science writer, editor and
dancers, painters, poets and human affairs reporter, April
11.
dramatic praductions.

For the first time renowned
lecturers and poets will highlight the attractions. Their
subjects -sill be varied and
deal with contemporary issues.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Ma- One of the most original
rine Private First Class Jo- thinkers, Mr. Golden is naseph Dupree, Jr., 20, son of tionally known for his syndiMrs. Edmond Gray of 2416 cated column, his best-selling
Norman ave., / Memphis, com- books and his numerous platpleted recruit training at the form appearances. He was also
Marine Corps Recruit Depot the editor and publisher of a
Chief Petty Officer George W.
here recently.
truly unique publication, the
Edwards :.as now finished his
from
1941
Carolina
Israelite
He graduated with the disInsquctor Training Course at
VISITS CONGRESSMAN —
Representative Ray Blantinction of having fired the until it ce3sed publication in Memphis Millington Navel Air
Glenn R. Blankenship, 21,
ton, (D.-Tenn.), whose
highest score of his platoon February, 1968.
Technical Training Command left, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Seventh
District includes
The
author
of
several
best
during markmanship training,
Chief Edwards and the entire
Elbert Blankenship of 1944
some 30,000 South Memfiring 234 out of a possible 250 sellers, he will speak on the class
celebrated the occasion
Glory Circle, Memphis, is
phians. Mr. Blankenship
with the M-14 rifle in compe- subject, "So What Else Is with a
dinner and dance which
studying at American Uniwill
return to LeMoynetition with some 75 other New?"
was held in their honor. The
versity in Washington, D.
Owen College in January,
Marines in his platoon.
The sercind presentation will
wives and the class instructor C., on a special "Washingwhere he is a junior. He
A graduate of Douglass High be a concert featuring the
ton Semester Program,"
lunched with the Congress.
School in Memphis, he en- brilliant Negro violinist, Elwyn
and is seen here with U. S.
man.
tered the service in July 1968. Adams, Oct. 29; The third is affair.
During his 13 years of service
, Chief Edw.irds has been stationed in 16 countries including,
France, Italy, Monaco, Hawaii,
and Spain, hich were visited
•
by his wife and children. His
most recent luty before Memphis was ablard the USS ESThree Martin Luther King / the
Chic ago Metropolitan SEX.
If you are 40 or over you The Memphis and Shelby
Jr. Fellowships in Medicine area.
He is ass:gned as instructor
totaling
$6,000
have
been Although
considera- at the Aviatk'n Fundamental should visit one of 10 Glaucoma County G:aucom a Screening
f i rst
awarded to Meharry Medical tion has been given those from School here at Millington.
Testing Centers between 1 p.m. Project is sponsored by the Lion
College students, Joseph P. the Chicago area, candidates Chief Edwards
resides in and 5 p.m. this Sunday, Oct. Club of Memphis and Shelby
Thornton, James 0. Lowry and from other areas, upon ma- Millington
Fairway Homes with 13. The service offered at County, the Memphis Society
Robert E. Burnette by the jority vote recommendation, his wife, tie
of Ophtalmology, the Memphis
former Fannie these centers is free.
Associated Physicians of Chi- have been presented to the Young of
and Shelby County Health DeMemphis, and their
the
called
cago's Cook County Hospital. association for endorsement.
Glaucoma
is
partment, and the Methodist
three ,hilrlren, George Jr., and
Dr. Ralph J. Cazort, dean of The applicant must present,
"silent thief of sight." It is a'Hospital School of
Nursing.
Anthony and Tina Ann.
the School of Medicine, an- bona fide evidence of enrolldisease of the eyes, usually, The 10 testing ceaters are lonounced today.
ment in an accredited institu-'
occurring in persons over 40 cated at Bellevue Junior
Lowry and Burnette will each tion. whether at the preparayears of age. It may exist High School, East Memphis
receive $1,500 tuition fellow- tory collegiate or professionai Rock
and spread without the knowl- Lions
Den. Spottswood
at
ships. The balance of Thorn- school level,
edge of an individual and can
Semines; Frayser Community
will Joseuh Peter Thornton, the, T
ton's $3.000 fellowship
cause total blindness. But, its Center, 2907 N.
Watkins; Hamliving
expenses son of Mrs. Rosie Thornton,
cover
his
progress can be halted. It is, ilton
Eleme
ntarv
School,
while he is enrolled at Me- 7138 S. St. Lawrence, is a
estimated that two out of Knight
Members of the Rock of e
R o a ci E lementary
student'
medical
harry. Tuition for the academic sophomore
Ages Baptist Church will honor every 100 persons over 40 are'School, Bruce Hall at Leyear will be paid from the fel- from Chicago. He received
the
pastor and wife, Rev, and victims of glaucoma.
Moyne-Owen C3Ilege, Manasin
lowhips on a quarterly basis. bachelor of science degree his,
Mrs.
W. T. Grafton on Sunday, I The 10 testing centers willsas High School. St. Michael
The purpose of the scholar- biology from the University of
Oct. 20, at the church located1 provide preliminary examina- School and Whitehaven Ele-'
ship is to identify and en- Illinois in 1967.
at
192 Kirk ave It will mark tions.
, mentary
courage disadvantaged young Robert E. Burnette, a freshtheir thirty-first anniversary at
people with high motivation man, the son of Mrs. H. J.
the church.
and potential ability for medi- Burnette, 212 So. 12th Avenue.
eine, according to the Board Maywood, Ill., was graduated The guest speaker at the
of Directors of the Associated from the University of Illinois, program at 3 p.m., will be
Physicians of Cook County with a bachelor of science de. Rev. J. W. Williams, pastor of
Hospital. Preference is shown gree in biology. James 0. Low. Lane Aveaue Eaptist Church,
to applicants of the high school'ry, a Hampton Institute grad. and members of his congregaand beginning college level for uate, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. tion will be guests. The public
fellowships in medicine with William C. Lowry of 1003 S. is invited:
given Alleghany Avenue, Covington, Co-chairmen of the affair are
c o n sideration
prime
those who want to become Va. In 1965 he received his un- Mrs. Bessie Green and D.
physicians and to those from dergraduate degree in chem- Williams.

Local Marine
Top Shooter

Local Sailor
Is Assigned
To Millington

3 King Fellowships
In Medicine Awarded

DAISY
Third Big Week

The Person Avenue Kindergarten will hold its first
Parent-Teacher meeting of the
fall season on Wednesday
night, Oct. 9, and will be
highlighted by a panel discussion.
The subject will be "The
Purpose _ o f K indergarten,"
and panelists will be Rev. L.
S. Shelton, Mrs. Clears Mc.
Ewen, Mrs. Martha Brown,
Mrs. Martha Braxton, Mrs.
Lithe " Taylor, Mrs. Tommie
Evans, and Mrs. Iola Shipp.
Mrs. Pinkie Norma Williams
will tell of the importance
of nursing school, while Alma
Jean Edwards will tell of the
advantages of putting children
in kindergarten.
Children are being enrolled
in the Person Avenue Kindergarten, and pick-up service is
available.
Rev. Shelton is pastor of the
sponsoring church.

"Carmen herself, Uta Levka, plays the sexpot
temptress for all she's worth—and that's quits
something. She has a let's-have-fun look in her
eyes that recalls Melina Mercouri in "Never on
Sunday." With "La Dolce Vita" parties thrown in
for good measure, the movie will give you your
—N.Y. POST
money's worth."

FIADLEYZETTsZGER Car Mk'HaUVW

TheTotal Female Animal!
EASTMANCOLOR aUtTlASCOPt
*Osumi Ihreug6 AVOUI1014 FLYS

It's good business
ADULTS ONLY!!

to rent tr,ucks
from Carl Carson

ree Glaucoma Tests

Admission $1.00 This Program Only!!
Free Parking Sundays All Day and Night!!
Daily After 6:00 P.M.

UE KN TT BREAD, B !IS, ROLLS
are your, very best buy in 111111111tIlitils!
Ited ;n Memphis by Memph5aniii,
.. rushed daily So your bfg
*Ito. & Knott superrnir..et for
•XiffIUMI

freshness.

Of Ages
o Honor Pastor

Introducing
Benchmark.

New Religious Week
Experiment Successful

BREAD
BROWN*'N
ROLLS

'
8

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

RE
PURE

PORK SAUSAGE

Hiawatha Club Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
The men who make Benchmark Bourbon are a rare
Will Sponsor
breed of craftsmen. They have the will to do a better
job.
And the skill in their hands to make it happen.
Club
Girls'
A
religion,

C o 11 e ge's versity • school of
LeMoyne-Owen
experiment with a new type Samuel K. Roberts of Union The Hiawatha Art and Social
of Religious Life Week, Oct. Theological S e minary, and Club will sponsor a girls' club
1-4, proved successful and high- Luther Felder of Wiley Col- during the coming season,1
ly informative.
according to plans outlined at
lege.
Instead of following the cusaround
geared
was
a recent meeting by Mrs.
week
tomary p:actice of inviting The
Ward, president of the
Zana
to
religion
relationsnip
of
as
campus
the
one adult to the
City Federation.
spiritual leader of the week, higher education.
The opening in‘.:Aing of the
the college brought in four Coordinating the week were
season was held at the Lelia
young graduate students who
the
Rev. Edward F. Ouelette, Walker Clubhouse with the
t
are majoring in the field of
college
chaplain, and Allen A. president in charge.
religion.
associate in religious Hostesses for the meeting
Jackson,
with
mingled
The visitor's
were Miss Birdie C. Lenoir,
LeMoyne-Owen students, at- life.
Miss Ethel Venson and Miss
tendedclasses and participatMaggie
Newsom.
.
ed in discussion groups. They
Special guests were Mrs.
also appeared on a panel and
Minnie L. Allen, Mrs. Louise
at the weekly chapel service.
Mrs.
Lucille
The special guests were More Americans were killed Gaston and
Dave Dickbernd of Eden Theo- in action at the Battle of Getlogical Seminary, Miss Delores tysburg in 1863 than in the Miss B. C. Lenoir is club reporter.
Causion of the Howard Uni- Revolutionary War.

CAKE MIX

170z. con

151

HOGUE & KNOTT
or RICHTEX

[

49

19

4.

yellow, chocolate
3—
17 oz.
devil s food
box

1.

HUDSON
TOILET

PENN.
CHAMP

Anti
Freeze
1.19 gal.

TISSUE 45(
TrFR CREEN

Snap Beans ,
12c
IL

ROYAL SCOTT

OLEO
solid or sticks

HOGUE & KNOTT

'GB DODGE CHARGER

1378 HOLLYWOOD

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
NOTES
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 Cu. INCH ENGINE ' $8522
RADIO NEATER AND WHEELCOVERS
*cm MO

3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

TAX

Sessram's Be hail Kentucky Straight
Joseph I.Sorsa a Sons,Louisville, Ky.

2754143

DUNCAN HINES

2 LB. BAG

roll

1170 UNION AVE.

29
(

SLICED BEEF. CHICKEN TURKEY .
BAR -B-Q BEEF H' GRAVY

TOWELS

41 MRS WITH 00061

20 oz.
PGLY bag

GRAIN

Veg.
Shortening

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

29

white or golden

CORONET JUMBO

1011111 V AILIJI

Potatoes

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

3 LB, CAN

DOWN

BABY
LIMAS

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS...
GOLDEN
FREEZER QUEEN
[
Macaroni &
Prepared Main Dishes
Cheese
Dinner
7,oz 1R
1.19

epers
rDODGEd

at CAM Or

FRENCH FRIED

POLY bag

CORN
Measure your Bourbon against it. [Cream Style

SURE CURE FOR

$30000

SNOW-FRESH

2LB.

The quality of these men is a rewarding thing to find
these days.So is the quality of the Bourbon they make.

Did You Know?

ONLY

MISS MUFFET

rime Whiskey. 56 Proot.

4321 SUMMER
3384 N THOMAS 91350. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Kroger's New Meat Distribution
Center Nearing Completion Here

disess•wassamemass•••■■•saa
I
a 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

•I CAR WASH $ 15E

November 29 i 965
a Eftoctive
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
—New cleaning methods, in- he said. "The entire facility la
25
$I
Monday
sue
er
•se
eluding the spraying of foam I has been built and equipped to
se op.. 8 A M te 6 P
la
thru
ong-established
1
r
o
u
make
compounds on walls
Sun Open I A.M t• 2 P m.
procedures•
c o ntrol
Friday
ment will be utilized. "This quality
•
plant will be scrubbed daily," even more effective."
•

II
II

II

al
The near completion of a
new meat distribution center
•
in Memphis was announced
•
today October 1, by The Kroger
a
Co.
Stanley E. Hungerford, vice
•
president of the company's
3100 Summer at Baltic
•
Memphis division, said the new
waresse•mmes•Nams.
obeaueuse
facility will serve 94 of the
company's retail food stores in
Tennessee and six other states.
"We at Kroger are proud to
participate in the dynamic Two mern'iera of a team of The visitors will address an
growth of Memphis by adding
10:30 Friday mornWest Berlin ministers now assembly at
this new facility to our physilittle Thecollege's
th?.
in
ing
States
United
the
cal plant," Mr. Hungerford visiting
LeMoyne- atre and conduct the 11 a.m.
of
guests
be
will
said. "This multi-million dollar
Second Con- service Sunday at Second Coninvestment reflects our great Owen College and
Walker gregational.
Church,
gregational
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
confidence in the bright future
Oct. The visiting ministers arThursday,
McDowell,
at
of this area."
Place Your Order Now
rived in New York, Sept. 25,
The meat distribution center 10, through Sunday, Oct. 13.
visited
For Individuals And Groups
have
alreidy
is being built on a five-acre The visit is under sponsor and
Atlanta,
nd
D.C.a
Washington,
site adjacent to the company's ship of the Council for Church
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
division office and warehouse Ministry of the United Church Ga. They will go to St. Louis
TAILORS
at 2330 Frisco Ave. The 50,000 of Christ of which Second and Chicago from Memphis.
CUSTOM
square foot plant is scheduled Congregational Church is a While paGtoring at Potsdam
to become operational about member. United Church of in 1953, Rev. Mr. Brandt was
January 1, 1969.
l.
Christ is one of the sponsors arrested and sentenced to
Mr. Hungerford said the new of LeMoyne-Owen.
months imprisonment
three
JA 7-9320
Ave.
248 Vance
facility will enable Kroger ti
Government.
The ministers due in Mem- by the Communist
"improve and increase service
Memphis, Teasesseo
•
the Rev. Gunther Dr. John Charles Mickle, pasto the growing number of mid- phis are
superintendent for tor of Second Congregational
What two Ask for
Mobs
a
Brandt,
Cosposty
alone
South Kroger customers."
placement ofarid
at Berlin- Church
Crosses What Yew Task* Or
More than 60 million pounds the denomination
Man- ficer for LeMoyne-Owen, is
of beef will pass through the Spandau, and the Rev.
pastors a coodinating the visit of the
who
Brunotte
fred
distribution center annually to
two ministers.
accomodate the increased popu- UCC church at Essen.
larity of Tenderay beef among
Kroger customers, he said. The
Tenderay process, unique to
Kroger, involves accelerated
aging of beef through the use
of temperature and humidity
controls.
Kroger purchases over $50
million worth of meat and
poultry products annually from
mid-South farmers and producers for sale here and in the
22 other states in which Kroger
Coleman, stores are located.
The plant is being constructed
Sr., who was a former pastor
of St. Andrew, and mother of to meet standards established
the Rev. F. D. Coleman, Jr., by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and The Kroger Co.
of Clarksville, Tenn.
It will be operated under
A veteran church worker, itself.
Mrs. Coleman is a dynamic continuous inspection by USDA.
An inspector representing the
speaker, dedicated missionary
leader Meat Inspection Division of
worker, temperance
USDA will be on the premises
and writer of poetry.
at all times when meat proFollowing the morning serv- ducts are being processed.
With $50.00 Purchase or more, One
ice, dinner will be served in "The emphasis
throughout
the church dining room.
Per Customer
this plant will be upon quality
At 5 p.m., the women will control," Mr. Hungerford said.
present Miss Grace Conley will Mr. Hungerford
explained
be presented in a recital of that numerous operational feasacred songs.
tures are being included in the
Miss Conley has appeared new facility:
College,
Sienna
in concerts at
—More than 100 tons of reCentenary Methodist Church, frigeration equipment will be
St. Andrew AME Church and installed to insure cool temas guest soloist for the early peratures throughout the plant.1
program, "From the
morning religious
receiving dock to
So exciting this masterful Louis XIV Living R
"Above the Clouds."
the processing rooms to the
be
will
Furniture. Straight from Italy. Many 'bubo
Her accompanist
shipping platform, meat proMrs. Gloria Dick, choir direc- ducts will be kept at those:
pieces to select from.
tor and organist for Temple temperatures which assure our
Israel and organist for the customers of consistently high
St. John Methodist Church.
quality," he said.
Miss Conley is' a voice stu- —Intensive tests will be con-1
dent of Robert Kirkham and ducted at frequent intervals tol
has appeared with the Mem- maintain highly sanitary condiphis Opera Theatre in the pre- tions. 'Stainless steel equipsentation of "II Trovatore." ment, which can be kept bac' The recital will be followed teria-free t h rough frequent
by a reception in the lower level cleaning, will be
installed,"
of the church honoring Mrs. Mr. Hungerford said.
Coleman. Miss Conley and Mrs.
To Add Romance
Dick.
To Your Home.
Chairman of this year's
Women's Day observance is
Mrs. Irene Massey, a registerEXCLUSIVE AT DONALD'S
ed nurse at Methodist Hospital. Daniel A. Sharp. of San
Peace
a
Corps
Francisco,
Women's
of
Co-chairman
Day is Mrs. Mattie Taylor,[senior executive for seven
an instructor of cosmetology at years and a former Deputy
Attorney General for the State
Allure's School of Beauty.
Mrs. F. R. LaMarr is report- of California has been aper for Women's Day activities I pointed an assistant director
Rev. E. M. Martin is pastor lof The Adlai Stevenson In,stitute of International Affairs.
of the church.

it

I

CAR WASH •
I
•
• SUMMER AVE.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

BHS

PROOVER
LOOKING
GRAM — Giving a serious
look at the program for
Women's Day to be held at
AME
Andrew
St.
the
13,
Oct.
Sunday,
Church on
Elmer
Rev.
pastor,
the
is
M. Martin. seen with him
are Mrs. Irene Massey,
Women's Day chairman,
and Mrs. Mattie Taylor,
right, co-chairman.

DONALD'S
EXCLUSIVES FOR THE OCCASIONS !

Annual Women's Day will
be celebrated at the St. Andrew
AME Church next Sunday,
Oct. 13, at the cornor of South
Parkway and Mississippi blvd.
The theme will be "A
Woman's Responsibility in a
Changing Age."
Guest speaker for the morning service beginning at 10:45
will be Mrs. Jayne Coleman of
Nashville. She is the widow

Ladies Hebros Watch
Lifetime Gaurantee
on all movement parts.

NOW IN STOCK AND ON SALE! ,

EXCITINGLY
SPANISH

Sharp To Direct
Stevenson Inst.

•Npee,..etftiv •two ”cele.•• mot

oteli ttttt0 111100,01•001 vo.le“ 90101e10.1.• ThI 000000, 0/ lIlt 01.0.091.11 INMAN%

NOW IN STOCK AND ON SALE!

So Spahishl So beautiful with its flair
of originality This Spanish Bedroom
Furniture is ...

NOW IN STOCK AND ON SALE!
EXCLUSIVE AT DONALD'S
ITO AND 86 PROOF. 100n BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. BOSTON MASS.

This lovely dining room set is destined to make any home
beautiful.

NOW IN STOCK ON SALE!
EXCLUSIVE AT DONALD'S

We've no red
carpet to roil o,„t
no brass band to
serenade you. But
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community faciii.
ties, shopping
Information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
'A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts as well.
It's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.

• elI
WELCOME
NEWCOMERS!Use this coupon to let us know you're here I

Address

Phone
City
O Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me
I would like to subscribe to
CI I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept

o

You'll go better refreshed with ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke
has the taste you never get tired of. Always refreshing.That'S
why things go better with Coke after Coke after Coke.

In a
St. Th
jog of
in Resi
Univer.
Founds

OCTOBER 12, 1968
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DEFENDER

Shainberg Sponsoring
'Showboat' At Front
In a move to assure Front , the sponsor of
the opening ProSt Theatre's scheduled open- duction
"SHOWBOAT."
ing of Season XII as Theatre. The charitable
foundation, esin Residence at Memphis State tablished by
the founders of
University, The Sam Shainberg the Shainberg's
and Kent's
Foundation has agreed to be Stores,
announced the $10,000
a

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

118 BEST PLACES TO ET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
SET
80111TO

387 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
.323-5594
4

sponsorship of "Showboat," the Front St. Theatre's unique
after being assured by Alfred position as Theatre-in-residence
M. Alperin, president of the at Memphis State University,
Board of Governors of Front but it does not assure continuiSt. Theatre, that this sponsor- ty unless others in the comship would permit the produc- munity will realize that Front
tion
of "Showboat" when St. Theatre must have their
coupled with the recently re- support also. Not to assure the
ceived P a tron, Benefactor, success of this undertaking now
Youth for Front St. Theatre would be a serious deterent to
diPielopcontributions, and Season Tick- Memphis' cultural
et Subscription sales.
meat."
In addition, the Trustees of "We are proud to offer this
the Memphis Arts Council support, as the Sam Shainberg
stated that the balance of Foundation believes Front St.
Front St. Theatre's Arts Coun- Theatre represents one aspect
cil allotment would be released which is vital to Memphis' genin the next few weeks for use eral well being."
Harvey Landa, general manin this production.
ager of FST and Dr. Keith
Nathan Shainberg, President Xennedy, Director of Theatre
of the Foundation made the and the staff are now beginannouncement stating, "We ning rehearsals, set and cosfeel strongly that Front St.,tume construction and assure
Theatre is greatly important the public that -Showboat"
to the cultural growth of Mem- will be ready to open Octophis, and we hope this sponsor- ber 17th as scheduled.
ship will be the stimulus for Front St. Theatre's Board of
other foundations, businesses, Governors, through its Execuand individuals to also sponsor tive Committee, in acknowledga production of Front St. ing it's duties and responsibiliTheatre to assure the entire ties to the Sam Shainberg
season."
Foundation, The Memphis Arts
"Over the years, this theatre Council, the General Public,
has added substantially to the and Memphis State University
entertainment and cultural ad- expressed its sincere appreciavancement of our community. tion to the Sam Shainberg
It has built a national reputa- Foundation whose action they
tion which aids in the appeal hoped will be the catalyst that
of Memphis as a well rounded will prompt other forward
eqty."
looking foundations and busi"This contribution will give nesses to provide additional
persons of our community an financial assistance and enopportunity to be a part of courage ticket sales.

4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Super value saving!

ALL-WEATHER
WINDBREAKERS

SALE
&
NYLON
TAFFETA
AVRILt
RAYON/COTTON POPLIN JACKETS.
Wide variety of styles and bright colors to
choose from! Hooded and mandarin 2button collars. Wash and wear for little or
no ironing ... fast drying and cannot
shrink. Zip-fronts and drawstring waistlines. Durable, warm and water repellent. Wind resistant. Sizes S-M-L. Grab
several at this low price!

7.95 Kase

Misses
Mink Trimmed
Suede Leather
Coats

19.95 Value
All-Weather
Men's Coats
with Orlon®
Zip-Out Liner
$11

WHILE
THEY LAST!

say
"charge
it,,
• Fly front with storm collar tab.
• Water repellent.
• Choice of colors, sizes 34 to 46.

WOVLD YOU:
BELIEVE

so

Helen E, Work Cited
For Service To Choir
NASHVILLE — Miss Helen'songs. Both her father and
B. Work, member of the mut- mother were active with the
oft talented Work family Fisk Jubilee Singers. Her brothhere, was honored lest week er, John Work of Fisk who
by the sanctuary choir of his- recently died, was also active
toric First Baptist Church, with the Jubilee Singers and
Is internationally known as
Capitol Hill.
In a recognition fellowship teacher, composer, and authoriservice, the choir presented ty an Negro music.
Miss Work with a plaque cit- The new sanctuary choir
ing her for 23 years of service director is Mrs. Charlotte Scott
as sanctuary choir director. Rhodes, who is a monpel of
President Charles E. Boddie, the Tennessee A&I State Uniof the American Baptist Theo- versity music faculty.
logical Seminary, made the

Acie Moore Post
Plans Reception

presentation.
The Rev. Kelly Miller Smith,
KING MEMORIAL — Jack
for the Martin Luther King
pastor of the church, expressed!
Vaughn, director of the
Jr., Memorial Scholarship
the appreciation of the congre-i
Peace Corps, presents Dr.
Fund. The money came
The Acie Moore Post 200 of
gation for her services.
Hugh M. Gloster, right,
from Peace Corps VolunOther speakers were Atty. the American Legion Auxiliary
president
of
Morehouse
teers from around the
Coyness Ennix, Mrs. Helen1 at Dyer, Tin., will hold initiaCollege, with a contribution
world.
IC. Mrs. Clyde Kincaide, Mrs. tion, presentation and installaJ. B. Singleton, Jr., Miss tion of the new auxiliary presiFrances E. Thompson, Mrs. dent at a reception to be given
Clinton Jones, and the Rev. in the Dyer CME Church there
I Jerome Wright, assistant to at 4 p.m.
Mrs. Mary L. Moore, past
the pastor.
As a member of the sanctu- president, says all members
ary choir, Dr. Boddie pointed should get their 1968-69 cards
out that while Miss Work is in by Oct. 21 in order that
Jack Vaughn, director of the been a source of inspiration to leaving the directorship she, the unit ratain district, departPeace Corps, presented More- all of us.
would continue as minister of ment and national honors.
house College officials with a
women and girls
Corps are music of the church, and' All eligibie
check for 810,625 to be applied "We of the Peace
would
work
directly
with are invited to join the organito the Martin Luther King Jr., honored to have shared his youth singing groups of First zation.
Memorial Scholarship Fund in vision for a world in which all Baptist.
a ceremony at the Atlanta In- men can live in dignity, equali- A teacher in the Metropolitan
stitution on Thursday, Septem- ty and peace. In Dr. Martin School System, Miss Work
Luther King, Jr., Morehouse
ber 19.
comes from an illustrious famiAfter making the presenta- College gave this nation its ly bf musicians. She has been
tion to Morehouse President finest talent."
a regional director of Delta
Hugh M. Gloster, Mr. Vaughn With Mr. Vaughn were rep- Sigma Theta Sorority. and Her Annual Fri tids Night will be
said the funds were collected resentatives of the Peace Corps father, President of Roger observed at the Greater Middle
in a spontaneous movement from Washington (Stewart Au- Williams University here and Baptist Cnurch at 821 Lane
immediately f o Rowing
Dr. brey, deputy of Public Affairs, at one time was professor of ave., on Sunday night, Oct.13.
King's assassination last April. and Dr. Marie Gadsden, train- Latin at Fisk University, was Guest choirs will be from
Contributions came from indi- ing coordinator, Africa Re- a pioneer in music,
especially Shady Grove and Mt. Lebanon
vidual Peace Corps staff mem- gion); and the southern region- Negro
spirituals and work Baptist Churches.
bers, Volunteers in 59 countries al office in Atlanta (Robert
around the world, returned Nelson, Director; Larry Omo,
Volunteers and staff members deputy director; Al Johnson,
in this country, and friends of area representative; and Mr.
Joe Kimmins, public affairs.)
the Peace Corps.
Mr. Vaughn said that the Members of the King family
gift represented only "a small[ on hand for the presentation
initial contribution." Contribu- were Dr. and Mrs. M. L. King,
tions are still arriving in,Sr., Mrs. Christine King Farris,
Peace Corps headquarters in and the Reverend and Mrs.
Washington from remote areas A. D. W. King. Dr. King, Sr.,
of the world where Peace Corps received a lengthy standing
Our.Treditionally Low Overhead, Low
lovation from the Morehouse
representatives are working.
Profit Policy directly offers to you:
In a letter accompanying the ' student body following a brief
check Mr. Vaughn wrote Presi- speech he made at the concludent Gloster, "I am very pleas- sion of the ceremony.
ed and proud of the spirit
in which the Peace Corps
has responded to the establishment of this'memorial fund.
The letters from Volunteers in
the field have been especially
heartening. Their expressions
of gratitude for having this
small opportunity to participate
in a tribute to Dr. King have

Peace Corps Presents
Check For MLK Fund

Church Plans
Friends Night

STOREWIDE
SELLOUT

Woolen's
Reg. 3.97
value!

ents

10.95 Value

Men's Outerwear
WOULD
YOU BELIEVE

WIG MANUFACTURER OUTLET
OF MEMPHIS

'Index' Editor

Will Give Men's

Day Message

Annual Men's Day is to be
observed next Sunday at the
Collins Chanel CME Church.
The theme wilt be "Men-Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow."
The morning message will
be given by the pastor, the
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, and
the message at the 5 p.m. program will be delivered by the
Rev. John Exum, editor of
"The Christian Index."
A former pastor of Trinity
CME Church, the Rev. Mr.
Hentrel was presiding elder of
the Memphis District of the
West Tennessee Conference unAIRMAN BOBBIE L. JACK- til his appointment to Collins
SON, son of Mr.. and Mrs. Chapel in early September.
Joseph E. Jackson of 1083 „BevA aative of Memphis, the
erly St., Memphis, has cornRev.
Mr. Exum was a pastor
at
Lacktraining
basic
pleted
church
in Kansas City beof
a
land AFB, Tex., and is now
at Sheppard AFB, Tex., for fore his appointment as a genschooling as an aircraft main- eral officer of the CME church.
Arthur Bowles and Howard
tenance specialist. He was
graduated from Melrose High Robinson are co-chairman of
I Men's Day.
School in 1968.

'THE SON OF
HICKORY HOLLER'S
TRAMP:
0.C. Smith l Hickory Honer Revisited
fncluding: Honey I Mins YOn
Th• Son Of HickoryHollises Tromp
By The Tim• I Get to 'Phoenix
Sitting On The Dock of the Boy
Littl• Green Apples

CI. 2714
CS 9514

The Dynom,
Smith

• Top quality grnaihe New Zealand
sued. leethersi
• lit Vlidelmank skin collars!

origin of imported furs.

SORRY, WHEN THEY'RE GONE THAT'S ALL-SO HURRY!
EASTGATE HOP?ING CENTER
S1911 Park Ave. 4 Whit* Station 14.
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By HARRY GOLDEN
It seems to me I have met George Wallace, the thirdparty candidate for President somewhere before. The scowl,
the laugh that reminds one of the victorious neanderthal, the
disguised act of the combative underdog.
Of course, he is the American pedegogue that the constituency throws up every other decade or so.
He is Huey Long and Joe McCarthy tailored for the cries of the late sixties. It seems we met before because he is
saying what Huey Long and Joe used to say, threatening
ugly portents. Joe McCarthy wanted to purge
the State Department, then the Army, finally
the White House of subversives and traitors;
George Wallace wants to run over demonstrators in his auto.
One has only to determine their common
cause to understand their essential appeal to
the electorate. Huey talked about the rich
and promised to make every man a king; McCarthy talked about the Communists and
promised to make every man secure; Wallace
talks about the Negro and promises to make
every school and factory lily white.
But there is something more—an absolute anti-intellectualism, an absolute demand that the marginal population reject everything that men of reason have accomplished.
"They look down their noses at you and me," says George
Wallace and he means by "they" the people who teach school
or edit newspapers or serve in government, the people who
own two cars and who send their children to college, the
people with really no school bus menaces, the people who
are not socially displaced.
Joe McCarthy's prime targets were teachers, government
officials, and book writers but only teachers, government officials and book writers who lived either on the east or

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
-an^

Serving 1,000,00.0 Negroes in the Tri-State Area'

Black Voter's Choice

But that's not all. Should Richard
The black voter is faced with a problem very much similar to that which M. Nixon win the Presidency in Novemconfronted him in 1964. The choice then ber, the nation will be rocked by some of
was. between Barry Goldwater and Lyn- the most oppressive and repressive meadon B. Johnson for the Presidency. It sures ever devised by an American Presiwas not a difficult decision to make then, dent. The ominous change can be pernor should it be a difficult one to make a ceived through Nixon's running mate,
Gov. Agnew, who is opposed to demonfew weeks hence.
Those whose memories may be in- strations of any kind and who advocates
ordinately short, should be reminded of drastic limits to "permissive dissents."
the fact that the Nixon who is running Such proscriptions are alien to demo"eunder the GOP banner for the Presiden- cratic aspirations and traditions. Their
cy is the same Nixon who, four years ago, enforcement would keep the National
went up and down the country campaign- Guard and the police force on a constant
ing for Goldwater and preaching the alert, at the heels of every citizen. Any
doctrine of states' rights — the South's act or word that is not in praise of the
last ditch stand against recognition of Administration will be construed as evithe black man's constitutional preroga- dence of disloyalty requiring punitive retaliation.
tives.
We would be living not in a demotry
Though some of his strategists
state with a representative governcratic
new
to fashion him in the image of a
west coasts of the country.
to sustain the ideology, but in a
ment
leader with a profound sense of his misThe midWest was Joe's bailiwick and he left its populace
sion, Richard M. Nixon remains un- garrison state where the people are voicealone, even voting once with other Senators to sell butter to
changed, impassive. His unceasing at- less and forbidden to resent any abuse
promised :inancial allotment der the Elementary and Secon- Russia. Huey Long talked Klan in the northern parishes of
tacks on the Supreme Court; his refusal or infringement of their rights, or any
and actual iunds. released, al- dary Education Act for the Louisiana and anti-Klan in the southern
to support the nomination of Abe Fortas excessive use of power under the subterleged malfeasance on the part, past two years.
He flooded the state with free textbooks and paid $2.00 a
of many University staff mem- These funds have permitted !
as chief justice; his studied avoidance fuge of national interest.
yard
for highways which private contractors could build for
bers responsible for the adOf course in such a state, civil rights
of civil rights issues; and his failure to
mission of these Black students the school to reduce its class 67 cents. H ekept promising the "flop hats" and the "pea
speak out in clear and persuasive langu- become a dead issue; so will be all the
and general mismanagement size to approximately 20 chit- pickers" he was going to make a revolution for them.
on the part of the Urbana ad- dren in each primary one and
age on the means for elimination of other essential attributes to full and first
All American demagogues affect a vulgarity which may
Dear Editor:
two class. This program has
slums and poverty are incontestable evi- class citizenship such as open occupancy, I am a junior in high school. ministration.
not be natural. Huey Long pushed a man from a urimay
or
Fur'..ii:.:-nore. Project 500,
dences of a Nixon who is clinging stead- integrated schooling, economic equity, and although I support Hubert students do not get tuition and enabled children to receive nal and got a black eye for his pains. Joe McCarthy shouted
attention
fastly to his misconception of the demo- and political freedom. These are matters Humphrey for President. I room and board absolutely greater individualpersonal
con- "Point of order" even in empty Senate Chambers. And
needed
much
fi-!and
all
of
read
and
have
collected
cratic processes and of the role of a I that the black voter must consider be- the candidate's literature. Re- free. A large part of their
George Wallace militantly stands in the door to prevent the
teacher.
the
from
tact
nancial packages is loan money
booth.
voting
the
entering
fore
society.
open
and
free
a
in
of Negro students.
registration
leader
cently I came into possession to be paid back, with interest, It has also permitted more
of one of Nixon's statements, by the students.
, communication between teachThat is the key to the sixties: closing the schools, getting
and I was amazed by the un- Finally, the cartoon depicting' er and parent as well as fos- 1
of the dissenting students, as the key to the fifties was to
rid
f
realness of it.
the dog biting the hand thati tering better school-communi- rid the American commonwealth of any critics who insisted
as
such
assignments
crash
This literature was entitled feeds it is outrageous. Let me•ty relations.
America is in the throes of a national short-teim or
'The Thinking Man's Republi- remind you that much of this, We ha',.' just learned that a complex worid surrounded us; and the key to the thir•
hysteria of undiminished proportions over gun control legistlation, better television can"
and was the epitome of country was built on slave l
being with- ties was to abolish the great business institutions and "share
what politicians choose to call "law and programming, job discrimination, police- vagueness. It urged people to labor and even after "emanci- these fundsthearecurrent
1968-69 the wealth.''
drawn for
order." The hysteria has extended itself community relations, and other problems think of the issues: of Vietnam, pation" there was a consistentlschoci year. This will necesAnyone who looks over the past 30 years will realize with
of the economic situation, of
even into the publication field. McCall of overcrowded cities. The concept, ac- today's
effort to keep black PecIplei sitate a return to the larger
of
the
cities,
children,
ironic
perception to what degree Americans ever want to
en-.
of
their
fruits
the
from
city
inner
most
for
evolvclasssize
Magazine, for reasons that seem more cording to the magazine's editorial,
and above all, of the office of deavors.
u, derstand share.
we
since
'children
surreptitious than logical, is busy esta- ed from a suggestion made by sociologist President and the man who is These practices of racial dis- that these funds have been
The thrust of the demogogue's argument is that no Ampcrimination have been verY withdrawn throughout the city)
blishing headquarters of "Womanpower- Margaret Mead at a forum on reduction best qualified to hold it.
precan
few
Any
man
will
and
rican
reawill ever have to, either his schools or his neighborhood
thinking
successful
Though another program will
in-action. The editors describe their ven- of violence held last July.
toit is one thing to talk tend that they don't exist that,be
that
lize
with
Negroes, his world with a conflicting ideology or his inslow
very
the
substituted for
A special Steering Committee, head- around the issues, as Nixon is day. Therefore, to
ture into the social field as a "cleaningspecial
problem
and
vincible
ignorance with those who would better his position.
learners
imply
house and talent registry" for task forces ed by McCall's Senior Editor Mary Ker- doing, and quite another to economic aid to black students children, only a very few chil- or
overt
any
protest
constructive
present intelligent,
should not
dren desperately in need of
of women volunteers "concerned about sey Harvey and made up of noted women solutions.
Does it take a think- covert racist abuse, is at best, help will receive any extra INSIDE WASHINGTON
and
education
welfare,
law,
medicine,
in
growing national violence."
ing man to realize that the the pompous hypocrisy which,
attention.
In setting up New York headquar- organizational work, has been formed to "new Nixon" is no different engenders the racial antagon-'
who made isms that sicken modern urban This substitute program does
ters to coordinate effective action by in- recommend appropriate projects and sug- from the old Nixons past?
nothing to exploit the talents of
America.
the
Idle
in
promises
dividual women as well as women's or- gest priorities for action, the magazine Obviously, a thinking man In these instances, the Tri- ghetto youngsters who have
greatest potential for sueganizations, McCall's editors promised to announced.
will study the records of the bune is guilty of an awesomelthe
to cess within the school system.
contributing
truth
to
affront
achieveof
women
Negro
We
hope,
candidates, and it is the man
"go as far as women want us to go."
Adequate instruction at this
see far enough the needless hostility of men early
level will help to insure
Womanpower-in-A ction's main ment will not be left out of this aggre- who cannot
ahead of himself who will un- among men.
s
for many of these
STUDENTsucces
ARNELL
i
LANTZ
strength will be in its ability to form gation, despite its superfluity.
for
Richard
questioningly vote
through high school
ters
ILLINOIS)Youngs
OF
UNIVERSITY
Nixon.
small task forces of women to take on
school year s.
high
post
land
CIRCLE
CHICAGO
AT
An examination of HumphWithout it they will swell the
WASHINGTON — GOP presidential nominee Richard M.
rey's record will show that he
ranks of the dropouts and acapioneered human rights bills,
is acting for all the world like a man who knows his
Nixon
demic failures.
doesn't even menwhich
Nixon
violence.
growing
and
disorders
come. He may be right.
has
slum
beatin
I
time
unjustifiable
funds
Withdrawal of these
The unmerciful,
tion as a key issue, Medicare,
of
one
of
withdrawal
be
means
may
attitude
and
mood
same
Black
The
of
when
ing administered to a handful
Some weeks before the Rpeublican Convention,
education bills, and many other
the few existing opportunities
sewed
nomination
the
had
that
he
convinced
became
Panthers by some 150 off-duty New been in the behavior of policemen in bills pertaining to today's soNixon
I
achieve
to
for these children
success in school and success, up, he changed his tactics and began to talk about the issues
York policemen within an earshot of a Los Angeles and Cleveland to name only ciety.
In
no
the
can
election
voter
' that would dominate his post-nomination campaign.
where
centers
urban
in any future opportunities.
large
the
of
two
Brooklyn criminal court is a bold, arrojust say "I like him" without
to
allowed
be
not
This
must
common.
are
flareups
racial
a
gent warning, a confirmation, and
thinking about the candidate's Dear Editor
He did this for several reasons, but the principal one was
It has become fashionable nowadays ideas, considering his solutions, I am a Black Nationalist, my happen.
challenge. The head of the Patrolmen's
his desire to establish a lead in public identification over
CONCERNED
name is Abdul Kenyatta (my
his record.
TEACHERS whomever his Democratic opposition should prove to be.
Benevolent Association has instructed to stress law and order inferentially at and examining
LARRY MANDEL slave name is Maurice Monjussocial
and
freedom
of
policemen to strictly enforce the law "re- the expense
my
and
married
am
I
ley).
Incidentally much of this phase of his campaign was prewife is expecting a baby somegardless of what orders we may get from tice. It should be a national concern to
on the belief that his Democratic opponent would be
dicated
time in December I have been
any superior officer." Such instructions see that means of reconciling social jusliubert H. Humphrey.
classified 1A.
are manifestly in contravention of de- tice with the maintenance of law and
I wrote to the Draft BoardIHOW
Since the opening of his post-nomination campaign. Nixon
asking for an appearance with,
partmental discipline and carry with order are given first priority over the,
sensed from the enthusiastic receptions he has received
liar
the board, and I was denied.II
them serious racial, political, and social demand for harsher enforcement of existhe is in fact the strong front-runner in the race.
that
0
my
-5
phi
and
revolutionist
am a
ing ordinances. And policemen must be A
implications.
losophy is that the Blackmans
There are ample signs that he and his pricipal advisers
battle ground is here in the
It is a warning that a conspiracy made to realize that they too must obey.
that, come election day, he will emerge the winner
believe
chairman
am
I
States.
United
Dear Editor:
exists among policemen, not alone in the law and respect the rights of the! Dear Editor:
United States.
are
we
For some time I have been of the Mau Mau's and
There are
opinions, to Lod next presicicnt of the
New York City, but acroFa the nation, citizens, whatever may be their station concerned with possible conser- a part of the National Libera- each and everytwoquestion,
right
And, continuing to anticipate developments. Nixon is conto implement their own authority in the in life or place of residence.
vative coloring of supposedly lion Front. I feel that the draft l and wrong, and one should not
his campaign more and more with a view to smoothducting
Constituthe
of
objective reports in the Chicago is a violation
try to carry both of them at
uncertain role they are expected to play
path
after he has in fact entered the White House To
his
tion
ing
Tribune.
the same time. This goes for
The draft forces Black men Senator Edward Brooke.
this end, h is less specific on some issues than some of his
'Now, after reading the Tri
to do involuntary servitude.
supporters—and his opponents—would like him to be.
bone's September 11, version
VIII section I. Senator Brooke is trying to
Amendment
of the disturbance at the Unithe wrongs of Nixon.
He is speaking in generalities, about principles, and
The winds of student discontent ' known as Danny the Red because of his versity of Illinois, Urbana clearly states that: neither tcoveerule
o
Negro
entice
voters
to
vote
broad approaches to the problems facing the nation,
about
serviinvoluntary
leanings,
nor
slavery
revolutionary
which have swept over America and the red hair and his
campus, and the September 13
Republican.
offering the kind of specific solutions which could tie
without
punishment
a
as
tude. except
rest of the Western world increased their joined v ith the radical German Socialist cartoon attack on student pro- for crimes where of the par- If Wallace was not running. ris hands ifter next January 20
I am utterly amazed and
ty shall have been duly convict- Nixon would carry every southvelocity in Frankfurt, Germany, where Student Association in organizing the tests.
Some of his supporters are worried about the approach.
disgusted at the willful abuse
exist within the Unit- ern state. Nixon has not made
Frankfurt.
can't help comparing it with the strategy adoped by
students screamed and demonstrated with demonstrations. in
M the facts and sensationalism ed, shall
They
he
what
on
would
ed States, or any place subject himself clear
in 1948. But they are being assured that Nixon
Dewey
He was the leader of the uprising at prvant
Tom
i this newspaper.
elen
violence against President Leopold S.
do as President on any of the
to their jurisdiction,
that 1968 is not 1948.
and
Dewey
no
is
Inside
May.
First, the front page article I would like to know the ad- issues facing this country.
the Sorbonne in Paris last
Senghor of Senegal.
• • •
Urbana
the
about
disturbance
has
dress of a few Congressmen
It seems like Sen. Brooke is
The Senegalese President came to the church. President Senghor, who
three
hundred
ests
that
ggk
l
u
b
s
write.
could
I
two
sides.
take
to
trN•ing
Germany to receive a peace prize from gained much fame in France and French- diadc studendtsarniargePrionjecat r5ort
MUDDLED ISSUE — When Richard M. Nixon indicated
MAURICE MONLEY He doesn't a gree with Nixand
poet.
rate
first
a
as
Africa
one of his principal issues would be "law and order"
speaking
that
$50,000
students
The
Fair.
the Frankfurt Book
on's policies, but he still sup- Democrats thought he had chosen the losing side of the fight.
not
were
coeds
19
because
.who:
humanist
a
as
praised
was,
writer,
Sengbecause
award
ports him. This brings up one
were protesting the
satisfied with the free housing
real question. Can a Christian
But then along came Chicago and Mayor Daley, The Humhor had used troops against students in had led the "struggle in Africa for and tuition they were receiving
believe in God, but work for phrey forces had no choice but to support Daley's efforts to
cultures."
and
races
between
peace
after
no
The fact is, there was
Dakar and closed the university
the devil' Doesn't this make suppress the riot efforts of the young radicals, putting them
The demonstrations were not so riot — a handful of vandals.
Senator Brooke a hypocrite? on the same side of the law and order issue as Nixon
disorders earlier this year.
according to Union personnel
1 This is the same Richard
State troopers using water cannon much against the African chief executive and the staff associate to
And Nixon, in turn, found it inexpedient to exploit the
of, chancellor,
:Nixon of 1960, the same Nixon
of the identity
as they were symbolic
hers
eac
stT
were responsible
ere
situation to his own advantage for fear that he would drive
and tear gas clashed with thousands of int
who
strong13
backed
Goldback into the Humphrey camp.
shouting. shoving students who attemp- interest in he struggle in intellectual for the entire damage which
water in 1964. The world knows tnese Democratic extremists
Dear Editor
was hardly over $5,000
and
freedona
academic
for
communities,
ed to storm St. Paul's Church, where the
While neither candidates can exploit the issue at presThe real issues involved were We are teachers in one of that one hypocrite will help
ent, both camps concede that the Chicago rough-house was
award ceremony was held. Cohn-Beradit, reforms that transcend geography and not simply housing, but more- Chicago's inner city schools his brother.
C. L. HOWARD worth countless votes to Nixon
received funds uri
a 23-year-old sociology student who is race.Iover discrepancies betsveen which has
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Executive To Retire
At South Central Bell

Part T

Negro History Group
IT'S
TOO SMOOTH
FOR WORDS

Honors NEA President

.J. M. Tuggle, Tennessee as- he was responsible for bid&
sistant vice president for South
company
relations
Central Bell Telephone Com- pendent
and for telephone rate and
pany, will retire October 31
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The J. Rupert Picott, ASNLH
regulatory matters.
after more than 47 years of
Association
for the Study of president, presented the award
service in the telephone indus- He is married to the former
Negro
Life
and
History honored to Mrs. Koontz during a special
Margaret Kain of Nashville.
try.
They
have
one
daughter,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Koontz, pres- ceremony in the New York
Elizabeth
D.
"Mr. Tuggle has served not
ident of tne National Education Hilton Hotel, headquarters for
only the Bell system but the Barbara Tuggle Ezell of Birmingham, and a grandson. After
entire industry through his
Association, at the ASNLH's the meeting.
and Mrs.
work with the Tennessee Tele- his retirement, he
53rd annual meeting in New
continue to reside
Tuggle
will
Mr. Picot, in addition to
phone Association," Wallace R.
Nashville.
in
York
City
last
week.
serving
as national head of
Bunn, Tennessee vice president
Mrs. Ko Jntz received the the 50,000-member ASNLH, is
and
g e neral
manager of
South Central, said in announcAIRMAN FRED HUNT, Jr., Distinguished Service Award, assistant director of the NEA's
ing the retirement.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred the highest 'armor bestowed by Affiliates and Membership DiActive in various civic and
Hunt of 1294 Norris rd., Mem- the Association. The award, visionLT. R. IL VAMPS
government activities, Tuggle
phis, has completed basic given to persons making outserved as 1968 President of the
training at Lackland AFB, standing coatributions to Negro The ASNLH conference, which
Telephone Association. The AsTex., and will remain there life and hisrory, is presented continues through Sunday, Oct.
sociation is composed of 28
for schooling as a security annually in honor of Carter G. 6, is expected to draw approxindependent telephone
policeman. He is a 1967 grad- Woodson, t h e Association's
comimately 500 educators and
panies and South Central Bell.
uate of Hamilton High School. founder.
leaders in the work of the AsMr. Tuggle, who began his
sociation from all parts of the
telephone work in Sanford,
nation.
Fla., in 1921, transferred to The October meeting of the
Tennessee in 1927. He has since South Memphis Missionary InSpeakers at the meeting inheld such positions as tool en- stitute will e held at Wilson
clude Roger W. Wilkins, Asgineer, district plant super- Chapel AME Church on Monsistant Attorney General of the
visor, district plant manager, day, Oct. 14, at the Wilson
United States; Arthur SchlesinBell i n d ependent relations Chapel AME Church.
ger, Jr., noted author and hismanager, and administrative
torian; and Harold D. Weaver,
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. — assistant to the assistant vice Mrs. Josephine Davis, presiRobert E. Stamps, son of Mrs. president. After becoming as- dent of the Missionary Society New Harvest Baptist with members and other visit- Jr., of the Center for African
Studies at St. John's University,
Almaree Belot. of 2833 Su- sistant vice president in 1966, of the Mt. Zion AME Church,
Warren at. ing friends.
Jamaica, N.Y.
preme Ave., Memphis, has
will teach the Institute lesson. Church at 2532
Mrs. M. R. Todd, president will present its third annual Rev. Netters will deliver
been promoted to first lieutenmessage, and present
ant in the U.S. Air Force.
of the organization, requests Harvest Day observance on the
I
his choir members, deacons,
HELP WANTED
premembers
come
that
all
Lieutenant Stamps, a securiSunday, ooct. 13.
mothers and other officials of
and
work
out
pared
to
study
officer,
is
ty police
assigned
will Mt. Vernon.
EARN $80. A MO. WHILE IN
plans for the conference year. The morning services
at Myrtle Beach AFB, S.C.,
emphasize "Harvesting Our The evening services will
J03
with the Tactical Air ComAmong issues to be discussed Members," for those who
CORPS TRAINING SCHOOL
people of
mand.
are service to smaller church have missed Sunday serv- feature the young
CALL
MAP-SOUT1.1526-8596
New Harve...st and those from
A graduate of Douglass High The young people of Pente- societies, change of meeting ices because of illness, occu- other c a ngregations in a ..
afternoon
for pations or other problems, who
School, he received his B. S. costal Baptist Church present- dates to Sunday
round table discussion.
degree in 1967 from Memphis ed a musical program and those who might like to attend, will converge at the church
The topics for discussion
campaign
for
new
memand
State University, where he was panel discussion on Sunday
for special worship services. will be: "How might I as a
commissioned in 1967 upon night, Sept. 29, which was bers.
The morning message will pastor, Sunday School teacher,
completion of the Air Force climaxed with a king and
Mrs. Bessie Davis, host be given by the Rev. R. S.
deacon, usher, choir member
Reserve Officers Training queen drive for the benefit president, asks all members
with services or lay member harvest in
Corps program. He is a mem- of the Women's Day program to be on time, bring Bibles, Pamphlet, along
of the deacons, ushers, com- more members?" and "how
ber of Phi Beta Sigma.
to be given on Sunday, Oct. 13. AME hymnals and Roberts bined choirs and members in might I build or kill the repuwas Rules of Order.
T h e lieutenant's
wife, Miss Katie Webb
charge. Rev. Robert Allen tation of my church?"
Frankie, is the daughter of Mr. crowned queen, and Dwight Mrs. Sara Garrett is epis- will assist the pastor.
Emphasis will also be placed
and Mrs. Frank Hayes of 237 Williams was named king. copal supervisor, and Mrs.
"Harvesting
Runners-up were Mrs. Jocleta F. R. LaMarr reporter for tle The afternoon services will on the theme
Dallas St., Memphis.
Parents."
Our
Our
"Harvesting
on
focus
His father, Roosevelt Belote, Wayne and Jack Parker, Jr. Institute.
Friends." There to highlight Mrs. R. S. Pamphlet and
lives at 7945 Eberhart Ave., Mrs. Walter McCluen, Jr.,
services will be the Rev. Mrs. Robert Sanders are
Daniel
is
pasthe
Rev.
Charles
chairman,
and
program
is
Chicago.
Mrs. J. L. Netters of Mt. sponsors of Harvest Day.
Chapel
AME
and
Wilson
Rev. C. A. Johnson pastor of tor of
Vernon Baptist Church, along The public is invited.
Church.
the church.

Wilson Chapel
Will Be Host
For Institute

Lieut. Stamps

Is Promoted

New Harvest Baptist

In Air Force

To Observe Harvest Day

Church Youth
Stage Musical

Marie Baker
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Club Selects
Xmas Project
The Marie Baker Service
Club held its regular monthly
meeting recently at the home
of Mrs. Gertrude Cathey, with
the president, Mrs. Nell Osborne, in charge.
Mrs. Osborne discussed the
present crisis the country faces
today, and plans were made
for Christmas, The club's
Christmas project will be the
Goodwill Homes for Children.
was
Birthday
recognition
given to Mrs. Carrie Mabry and
Mrs. Ruby Biles. Present as a
guest was Mrs, Carrie Smith,
a former member now living in!
Cincinnati.
Members attending the meeting were Mrs. Alma Sonia,
Harris, Mrs. Reola Howard,
Mrs. Carrie Mabry, Mrs. Thelma Franklin, Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mrs. Irene Sanders, Mrs.
Ethel Wynn, Mrs. Lillie Jeffries, Mrs. Ruby Bites, and
club reporter, Miss B. C. Lenoir.
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WONDER BREAD

CHINA
JOHN A. CLEAVES

TEACHERS!
Now there are special
Metropolitan annuities that
can provide teachers (and
others qualified) with a
monthly income for life.

Create a mood for gracious dining
with a table service so fine, you•Il
be tempted to display it in a cabinet and bring it out only for the
most important occasions. `if€. t,
now so inexpensive you can grace
your-table with it every day!

*
*
*
*

DINNER PLATES
CUPS * SAUCERS
DESSERT DISHES
BREAD & BUTTER
PLATES

Special Federal income
tax provisions make these
annuities particularly attractive to teachers (and
other employees of public
schools and of most nonprofit charitable, educational, scientific, literary
and religious organizations).

Save

Let me show you how you
can supplement Social Security and other retirement
income with monthly
checks that will make your
leisure years worth whilst.

Regency
Rose

3

EACH

with EACH
MENG Pyrrha*
NO LIMIT

featuring fluted rims, the hallmark
of the most expensive china.

SHOP
BIG
STAR
tita ifte

JOHN A. CLEAVES
100 North Main
Room 1124
948-6224
525-0377

Quality
Stomps

Metropolitan Life
8

Igituiaes
4~4(9
7tiegeld g

In the new Stgresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, arid is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

4IP

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

•go
4

4.

•WONDER
ENRICHED BREAD

lps build stmng bodies 12 ways.

Helps build strong bodies12ways!.

'N. •
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at all

Esso
Car Care
Centers
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NOW ALL 8 ESSO CAR CARE CENTERS
GIVE YOU TOP VALUE STAMPS
THE STAMP THAT GIVES YOU MORE*
*MORE GIFTS

*MORE FAMOUS BRANDS

F
4111Plb
e
Oa;
61 1 a

*EXCLUSIVE 2-WAY
GOLDEN GUARANTEE

*FINEST REDEMPTION
CENTERS
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Conveniently located tociene
you at

,r0
441—.

Top Value offers you more gifts!
Over 3,000in the big,184-page
Top Value Stamps Gift Catalog. -

from ABACO to Zenith...Top
V1UBCESZImIIbTnI1.
than any other stamp plan.

Only Top ValueStamps guarantees every gift2ways:
1. he itlet kens OS fit tow MOM
...0110101.
Tao nest lo Mead...

* 1520 UNION AVENUE
* 6110 PARK AVENUE
EASTGATS SHOPPING CENT=
* 2172 FRAYSER BLVD.
FRAYSER SHOPPING CENTES
* 3006 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
WIRITEHAVEN SHO,`PING
CENTER

"A New Idea in Car Repairs We Call It "Customer Satisfaction"

HUMBLE
CO.& NOMA C014141Y...0.1.111•CAllLEADa43 IINERGY COMPANY

Tri-St,

A.

crciair

Central
Avenue

Whitehaven

Southgate
Shopping
Center

Parkway
Village

Frayser

Summer
Parkway

Highland
Carnes

4597 Summer
at Perkins
Phone 683-6397

2462 Central
Avenue
across from
Fairgrounds
Phone 324-5579

4157 Highway
51 South at
Raines Road
Phone 396-6124

1890 South
Third at Belz
Phone 948-0419

3151 S. Perkins
at KnightArnold Road
Phone 363-3200

2365 Frcryser
Blvd.
at Mt Terrace
Phone 358-1782

2346 Summer
Ave. at
Parkway
Phone 458-2433

751 S. Highland
at Carnes
Phone 452-3126
•lesk Tor VALUE ENTERPMES 010.
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At Party — Mrs. Leland Atkins (right) served
as the charming hostess at a party honoring
"the Queen" Martha Jean (left). Attending the
Party were members of Las Doce Amigas and
their gue?,t. "Reflection of Love in Fashions" was
the theme of the fashion show.

PRESENTATION — During the Las Doce Amigas
Fashion Show much emphasis was place on the
importance of the "little man," the blue collar
worker who is seldom heard about. "Because Martin Luther King was interested in the common
man and his problems we should honor those whom
he died for." Rev. Bily Kyle told an audience of
more than 500 as he presented an award to the
sanitation workers through Mrs. Melba Hursh in
honor of Dr. Martin Luther King. (Photo by Continental)

Flo

Among the people awarded honors at the fashion
show was T. 0. Jones, representative of The
American Federation of State County and Municipal Employees. The prize awarded was 'The
Martha Jean, The Queen, Award.' Shown from
left to right are T.O. Jones, a representative of
a national Brewing company and Martha Jean
Steinberg. (Photo By Continental)

Martha Jean — The Queen was in town to narrate the Las Doce Amigas' Fashion Show. The
well-known radio personailty, Martha Jean Steinberg formerly lived in Memphis and is now with
a radio station in Detroit. She is shown here with
DEFENDER columnist Nat D. Williams as he
escorted her about town. (Photo by Continental)

One of the more humorous sights
during the hospital walk out, was
daring the Saturday rally at the
Lorraine Motel, was Jesse Epps and
BIB Lucy riding mules that pulled
the wagon, that led tire march.
(Photo By Continental)

x.

Inspector Bud Leatherwood of the
Memphis Police Department and
Tim Riley, Talent Co-ordinator for
Pepper Records announced that Peppea Records has just donated to the
"Community Relations Division" of
the Memphis Police Department

Tri-State Defender Mrs. Denise Hawkins
—Mrs. Denise Hawkins serve,1 as chairman of the
Los Doce Amigas Fashion Show Committees. She
also _revealed to the audience that she was a
charming and graceful model. Here she moders'an
African Gown of 'Our Afro-American Heritage'
sequence of the show. Other committee Members
were, Mrs. Geraldine Miller, Co-Chairman; Mrs.
Lois Gilder, advertising; Miss Ann Fletcher, Attendance Prizes; Mrs. Joan Golden chairman of
Model Committee: Mrs. Bernice Harris, Special
Events; Mrs. Julia Atkins, tickets and Mrs. Deborah'Patterson headed the program committee.
(Photo By Continental)

Pictured above are members of the
Co-Ette Club, Inc. during their Tenth Annual Installation Tea, held,
Sunday Oct. 6. New members are

6,000 popular records to be given
to underprivileged young people in
the Memphis area. Pictured from
left to right are Tim Riley, Talent
Co-ordinator, Pepper Records; Detective J.E. Ivy and Inspector Bud
Leatherwood.

Brenda Batts, Theresa Shackelforth
and Ethel Sengstacke. Erma Laws is
advisor. (Photo by Continental)

Everybody enjoyed the Fashion Show including
the models who wore many of their own creations.
One of the models most enjoyed by the audience
was Mrs. Aline McGuire, who showed an unusual
flair for modeling. Other ladies modeling were
Mrs. Doris Bowers, Mrs. Judy Eiland, a designer
in her right; Mrs. Denise Hawkins, Mrs. Ruthy
LaGrone, Mrs. Rolena Porter, Mrs. P.L. Rowe.
Mrs. Polly Swayze, Mrs. Gwendolyn Walton.

A group of concerned citizens in the
Elliston rd. area are boycotting the
Bomprezzi's Food Store for what
they call, "building the black interest in black business and unfair
practices of whites in a black community". Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cole

organizers of the boycott said, "the
boycott of Bondprezzi Grocery is
to build black awareness and interest
in already existing black business."
Pictured above are the citizens involved in the boycott. (Photo by
Continental)
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ins champs made it known
that they are not about to be I
NASHVILLE - Tennessee, will be featured. Experiences as well as our students, andI as
reinforcers
positive
in
counted out of the MIAA title
Picture this year. The loss A&I State University has set! of these recent graduates is the
U n i versity.. .Returning strengthening students' faith
After four non-league games! Hamilton was without the was the first for the Scrappers its New Career Opportunities expected to be the best possible young graduates will function in 'things are changing."
local
prep
gridders start- service of quarterback Billy after a 3-0-1 non-league record.
ed playing it for keeps in the; Richmond the Wildcats' do-it- South Side coach Rube Boyce, Conference for Oct. 24-25, ac- predictors to undergraduates
Memphis Interscholastic Ath- all senior as the Warriors hoping for a winner after mov- cording to an announcement of their own future opportuni
letic Association last week. steamed up in the second half ing to his third local high school by Dr. William Jackson, Dean tiell•
Melrose, W a s hington, and to hang up a 20-12 victory. knew that CBHS was the of Faculty.
Says Mrs. A. G. H. Sasser.
CBHS survived their lid lifters Down at halftime by a touch- team to beat in the AAA
Director of Career Counseling
Jointly sponsored by the Uniwith the results likely to be a,down
and Placement at the Urn
Washizzton proved to League. Now the Scrappers
measuring stick to decide three
will have to regroup and hope versity and the National Ur- versity, "We believe this
con
Hamilton
that
Ray
Chapman
of the MIAA's league chamthat some of the other league ; ban League, the conference is ference will
benefit employers
is not its one single commodity teams can put the skids under
pions.
when Darnell Harris accounted the Brothers. Duane Donahoo,1 designed to help students doMelrose
staved
off
late for Washington's 20 points. who got three TD's in the vic- velop realistic career
goals
starting Manassas 22-18 before Harris pulled in touchdown tory over South Side, is one,andto motivate them to maxinearly 4,000 at Melrose. Coach !passes of 75 and 23 yards of the few leftovers from last' mum personal development
Eldridge Mitchell will probably from James Conley in the third year's city champs.
Tennessee State graduates Illinois leads in the total
tell you that his Golden Wild- ! period and finished up his best
from 1956 to 1968, who are bold- 1 production of doctorate de
cats will be playing them one ;career effort with a 46 yard Oakhaven, the favorite in lug
representative
positions' grees among the states in the
-wanummianallio
at a time the rest of the way,`oaydirt scamper in the fourth the A League and the only throughout the United States,i Great Lakes region.
quarter.
kicked
He
two
extra
but that crucial October 18
eleven which figures to have a
meeting with Catholic will be points.
clear cut road to one of the
on his mind like a haunting
Christian Brothers, already four league crowns up for
refrain. The Terriers kept pace beaten twice, was the surprise palm, passed its acid test by
with their chief rivals by shel- of the week when the
Purple beating 1967 A League winner
lacking Frayser easily in a 33- Wave whipped South Side 28-7, Tresevant, 20-6. Lester, one of
0 breather.
burying the Scrappers under a three winless teams who waited five games before reaching
the win column, could make it
a little tougher for Oakheaven.
The Lions ran roughshod over
Westside 30-6. Douglass, after
being stunned when Central's
Joe La Bun ran 36 yards for a
score to put the Red Devils in
the hole on their opponents'
first offensive play, riddled the
Warriors secondary with Prinson Poindexter arrivals to win a
20-8 uphill struggle. Poindexter's 36 yard TD pass to Melvin
Parker and Roy Brown's kick
gave Douglass a 7-6 lead in the
second quarter. After a punt
that Central downed on the one
resulted into a Warrior safety
Douglass fought back with the
help of a deflected pass which
Morris Johnson caught in the
end zone and was never headed.

LOAN OFFICE
EPST11241441
EIN1 SEALE
ST.

Vinegar has played an important
role in history, through war and
peace. Louis XIII used vinegar to
cool his cannons. He knew the
unusual properties of vinegar ...
and Speas knows more about sinstir than anyone . . . as they
e been in the business since 1888.

it

APPLE CIDER
or DISTILLED

Did You Know?

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOAN'3 CONFIDENTIAL IA 64450

Anchor Hocking FIREKING Ovenware

7here's nothing quite so
smooth as Seagram's V.0.The Smooth Canadian.

Father Bertrand
joined
Lester and Douglass in the winner's circle after a four game
drought The T hunderbolts
shaved
East 19-7.
Carver
rambled over Messick 19-6
while AAA favorite, White
Station, one of the top teams
in the state, rolled handily over
Overton, 41-13. Northside, a
patsy last season, won its
fourth
game
against
one
loss as the Cougars rode the
strong passing arm of Rosco
Brasewell to a 19-0 spanking of
Kingsbury.

'91 I.
,•r

sWWIZ;STIAIr -

Seagram's V.O. Canadian
Known by the company it keeps.

`s.`PC,R It)

CANADIAN WHISKY-A KENO OF SELECTED VINISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY. N.Y.C..
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MRS. OWEN MILLER, $20.79 * * * MR. GERALD G. MONCRIF, $31.79 * * * MR. JERRY E. MORRIS,
$47.79 * * * MR. HERMAN HALLAUER, $204.79 * * *
MRS. ELLEN COOLICAN, G. E. PORTACOLOR TV * * * MR. ROBERT W. STOESER, $47.79 * * *
MRS. JOHN KIRK, $111.79 * * * MR. JAMES DUNBAR, $23.79
* * * MRS. J. H. WORMAN, $84.79 * * * MR. JEROME E. BAKER, $23.79 * * * MISS PAULA GALLO,
$110.79 * * * MR. BILLY HURD, $23.79 * * * MRS.
JAY JEWELL, CHEVROLET MALI3U AUTOMOBILE * * * MR. CHARLES LA PRAIRIE, $245.79
* * * MR. R. L. CARROLL, $23.79 * * * MRS. ROBERT GRICE,
$299.58 * * * MISS MARGUERITE litILT, $15.79 * * * MRS. ANNIE CAPLES, G. E. PORTkCOLOR TV *
* * MR. CHARLES DkGREEN, $297.79 * * * MR. JOHN
B. F. REXFORD, $279.58 * * * MR. C. 3. OWENS, $23.79 * * *

-1;79.79 * * * MISS GLADYS PERRY, $15.79 * * *MISS DOROTH)

tr

J01' RUTH JONES, $71.79 * * * MKS. ALBERT KYLE, $191:58

.79 * * * MR. CHARLES G. VEITENHEIMER, $71.79 * * *

MRS. C. C. DAf, $27.79 * * * MRS. W. A. HOLT, G.
* * MR. M. F. 2ATES, $55.79 * * * MR. LEONARD G.
MRS. A. E. BOLTON, $25.79 * * * MR. MORRIS ZELLN
* * * MRS. TOMMY E. NICHOLS, $92.79 * * * MISS
HORTON, $55.79 * * * MISS DELLA ammr.Asso, $23.7
CHAMBLIN, $164.79 * * * MISS IRENE GAAVELL, $

MRS. PEARL RYANS, $114.79 * * * * * MR. REX

L. E. CREEL, G.E. PORTACOLOR TV * * * MRS. E.

It's a grand old machine, the WMC Winners' Cash register.
Even

if it does

have a

habit of paying it out all the time instead ARS. JOSEPH SCOLA, $40.79 *

of taking it in. You might as well take advantage of
it, too..
With VVMC's Fortune Fone, Tiger Head and other contests giving away thousands of dollars in cash and prizes (piore
thag
$13,000 SO far in 1968!) it really does pay to listen to
WMC
Radio 79.

W. C. KEHOE

$31 79 * * * MRS. EDWARD M. BYRNE, $51.79 * * * MR

HOLLOWAY ADAIR, $31.79 * * * MR. JOHN L. CONLEY, $99.79
* * * MR. ALFRE

JAMES T. FOWLER, $39179 * * * MRS. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, $84.79 * * * MISS MARIE ROBBINS
, $23.79 * * * MRS. LYNDAL YORK, $105.79 * *
*
MR. ROBERT D. POTTER, $39.79 * * * MR. WILLIAM HAM, $30.79 * * * MRS. R. H. MCRAE, $47.79
* * * MRS. JOE O'GUINN, $27.79 * * * MRS. JANE
GEORGE COGDELL, $71.79 * * * MR. D. O. HART, $10.79 * * * MR. GENE MURPHY, $255.79 * *
* MRS. ROBERT WITHMAN, $36.79 * * * MR.
H. E.
MOORE, $31.79 * * *.MR. E. F. QUINN, $95.79 * * * MRS. D. B. ELY, $75.79 * * * MRS. ROY
HILL, $132.79 * * * MR. M. S. WHITFORD,
$62.79
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Mis Eleanor Patricia Banks Wed To Ross
Cheairs In Ceremony At New Salem Church
Miss Eleanor .10atricia Beaks,
ughtec of W. Marie Pries
inks and the late Rev. Amos
Banks of ilealphis, became
U e bride of Ross Bruce Cbeairs
—'Jr., Saturday, es Antne1 31 at
the COMPATIBLE BRIDGE energetic teenagers to demon- the New Salem BaPilei Church
CLUB members are just that strate the latest dances. Also with the Reverends
John A.
and when JUNE (MRS. ARM)on hand
to help Teresa ob- Baker and T. R. Crosslin dBLATTING feted them at her
home on Benton they each serve that all important birth- dating. The groom is the son
substituted as hostess since day were her grandparents, of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Bruce
JUNE was all out of sorts due MR. AND MRS. GEORGE Cbeair Sr., of Jackson, Tento an automobile accident ear- McCLINTON.
nessee.
lier during the, day.
REV. SAMUEL B. KYLES,
Keeping the show on the
I The bride is the granddaughroad for June were GWEN Convener of the SOUTHERN
of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
SMITH, whose first prize CHRISTIAN LEAD ERSHIP Price of Memphis.
was a plastic Go-Go Otto. CONFERENCE for our city The church was beautifully
in a n, Frankie Gregory and a group of ministers at- decorated with large arrangecarting away a plastic Go-Go
tended a Ministers Leader- ments of white gladioli and ivy.
Pillow and HELEN WHALUM,
The altar was centered with
winning a bridge party pack. ship Training Program spon- two seven-branch candelabra
Guests whose prizes were the sored by SCLC at Green with lighted candles entwined
same
aa
m embers
were Lakes, Wisconsin. ministers with ivy. The choir rail was
ERMA LEE LAWS
DANESE WELCH, CAROL'YN attending were the
also covered in white and drapReverends
By ERMA LEE LAWS
Martha Jean was caught up McGHEE and
ed with ivy.
C AROLYN
JOHN CHARLES
MICKLE,
in a whirl of festive activities GARNER.
"I" cannot reach fulfillment from the
time her plane Other
WILLIAM
SMITH,
T.C.
LIGHT. The family pews were markCompatibles enjoying
without "thou". The self can- Upped down
ed with lily of the valley'
from the Motor the soul food
dinner ac- FOOT, MELVIN SMITH, J.W. sprays accented with white
not be self without other City. . .she was
swished off companied by
delicious pota- NEALE, and EUGENE WAL- satin streamers.
selves".
from the airport to a gay
FASHIONS...LOS DOCE AMI- gathering Friday night at the bles were LULAH HEDGE- LER.
The lovely radiant bride was
GAS have done it again! Pro- home of DR. AND MRS. LE- MAN, LILLIAN HAMMOND, DR. GAYLORD S. WIL- given in marriage by her
WILMA
H A L EY, GRACE
duced a splendid show to an LAND
ATKINS, and then
MORE, who is Chairman of grandfather. She approached
overflow a u thence. Sunday bright and early Saturday BROWN, ANNETTE YOUNG,
the altar wearing an elegant
MOLLIE
the
Divison of Church and floor-length gown of white
L
0
N
G,
NELLIE
evening the Skyway 'if the morning she and her manager
peau
TROTTER,
and
ME RTIS Race and the United Presby- de soie and Alencon scalloped
Sheraton-Peabody Hotel pro- PETE HALL, were hosting
vided the setting for "RE- a breakfast at the Sheraton- EWELL along with guests terian Church was also there lace featuring an empire waist
FLECTIONS OF LOVE IN Motor Inn before they were JOYCE SPRINGFIELD, EAR- from New York City. He's and a high neckline, with three
LINE
MOBLEY,
and the brother of JACQUES WIL- quarter length lace bell sleeves
FASHIONS', with "THE
off for a round of radio inter- DOROTHY
SHARP.
MORE, who was Director of Rose appliques decorated with.
QUEEN" MARTHA JEAN views.
STEINBERG of radio station SAMUEL FLAGG was mas- VICTORIA HANCOCK was the U.S. Commission on Civil seed pearls graced the front of satin. The lace bodice featuring
WJLB in Detroit narrating. tei ful in providing music at hostess to the DEVOUE Bridge Rights office until he trans- the gown and a voluminous a scalloped neckline and bell
club recently and members ferred to New York
City, chapel length train of Alencon sleeves were appliqued with
The Los Doce Arnim annual the fashion show. MRS. ARLEOLA GILLIAM, ESTHER Of course DR. RALPH
show provides the beauteous THUR F. MASON opened the
DAVID lace gracefully fell from the tiny seed
pearls. Her headpiece
BROWN, LOUIS WARD, IDA ABERNATHY
President
Martha Jean the opportunity show and remarks were given
of yoke. Her gown was made by
JAMISON, SALLIE BARTHO- SCLC and his staff were
of
was
yellow
illusion emphaalso her mother.
to make an annual trek home. by the REV. SAMUEL B.
LOMEW, ORPHELIA BYAS, there.
sized with yellow carnations
The show Sunday was the KYLES and J. B. TROTTER.
LEOTA GAMMON, IRIS
Watch for the opening of The bride wore a white
fifth annual fling and she has NEW CO-ETTES. . .The names HARRIS,
See Page 12
WALTERINE OUT- the THRIFT
shoulder-length bouffant nylon
returned to narrate each.
SHOP at 2268
of BRENDA BATTS, ETHEL LAW, E D ITH THORNTON
illusion
tiered
veil
three
acPark
Avenue. It's sponsored
To prove that they are SENGSTACKE and TERESA and GRACE YOUNG were
cented with a lace, pearl and
the
abreast of the times Los SHACKELFORD have
been bridge enthusiasts chalking up by the NATIONAL COUNCIL crystal crown centered with:
OF
JEWISH
WOMEN
of which
Doce Amigas correlated the added to the roster of the great points of a good
small white organza tea roses.1
time
styles with the happenings of MEMPHIS C H APTER CO- along with guests JENNIE MRS. SHELDON COHEN is The bride's bouquet was of
our times and provided such ETTE CLUB, INC. These sub TARPLEY, LESSYE SUGAR- President. She's the sister of white carnations centered with,
scenes as "COLOR IS THE debs were installed Sunday MON, PAT SHAW, MARTELL JACK LEWIS, Vice President a white orchid, with a draping!
GET FAST KUM RELIEF FROM TN
KEY", "BLACK IS BEAUTI- afternoon in a candlelit cere- TRIGG, RUTH BEAUCHAMP, of JULIUS LEWIS CLOTHING cluster of stephanotis and sat-' Al
REINS, IRRITATION AND SCALE% OF P1011.
FUL", "HIGH FASHIONS", mony at the Top Hats and DORIS BODDEN, CLAUDIA Store. They made a survey of in streamers throughout the *515 YOU SEVER TI101114NT
POSSIBLE, AND
AT A LOW MICE 1ST WILL AWE YOU.
and "OUR
AFRO-AMERI- Tails Clubhouse. Other mem- FOSTER, CAROLYN McGHEE the area and found that sev- bouquet.
enty
per cent of the population
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT ...
CAN HERITAGE". How about bers of the young set are ILYNN ROSS, MYRTLE
relieves the itching sad irritation of this
that? Just goes to show that GWEN WILLIAMSON, Proxy, WHITE and Vic's daughter, is black so they're having' Her jewelry consisted of ugly
skin trouble. It removes the scales.
black managers, MRS. FRED- a pearl necklace and earring dissolves
the black woman as JAMES KAREN CHANDLER, DEBBIE DANESE WELCH.
the horny skin. It is cooling and
soothing.
It refreshes the skin. No matter
DIE
MULL AND MISS ALICE Ise, a gift from the groom.
BROWN says can "SAY IT HARRIS, JANICE FRAZIER, SO FORTH AND SO ON . . .
how long you have suffered try PALMER'S
EVVING.
You
won't
be
able
WENDY
CORLEY,
LOUD, I'M BLACK AND I'M
to Preceeding and during the I "NUN SMCESS" OINTMENT. and get th•
DEBBIE ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SOMessed relief you have longed for from
PROUD", in fashions and NORTHCROSS, KATHY WIL- RORITY chartered a chapter miss the store it's a shocking Idouble ring ceremony, Mrs. / fast
the itching, irritation ana scaling of psoriasis.
every other facet of her life. LIAMSON, CHARLOTTE BY- at Memphis State University pink. The National Council I josie Cobb and Miss Shirlene OFILY4A c
I
COMPARE!
of Jewish Women works with Wilson organists, Mrs. Marilyn
NOTNINS FINER
Smart models evoking oohs NUM, MELBA SARTOR, BAR- t'other week-end. Intiating the the
children
AT
01
ANT MUM!
/4
at Wisoncsin McFaden and Osie Lewis soloand aahs from the audience BARA WESTBROOKS, GEOR- girls were ELMA MARDIS,
School taking them on field ists, rendered a program of
ECONOMY SIZE I% 013. ONLY 99c
were
Mesd a m es DORIS GETTE ROBINSON, VERA Basileus
of
Beta
Epsilon trips and teaching
Arts and wedding music.
GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
BOWERS, JUDA
EILAND, McKINNEY, and BEVERLY Omega Chapter and VELMA Crafts.
with the deep-acting foamy wsed:ation
They also teach remeSTEINBER
G.
LOIS
DENISE HAWKINS, RUTHY
JONES, Director of the dial
of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. it beauty
reading at Douglas. Watch I Miss Ann Sybil anks, sister
bathes while it fights germs that often
LaGRONE, ALINE McGUIRE, Pet project of the national Southeastern Region.
aggravate persoiration odors.., makes
for
1o:ening, it's Tuesday of the bride was maid of honor.
you sure you're nice to be near.
ROLENA PORTER, P. L. teenage girls club is the AICAs are busy working on
PAUSENT 'SKIN StICCESS" SOAP.
October
She wore a floor-length A-line
ROWE, POLLY SWAYZE and United Negro College Fund. a text book conference in conThere're five chapters, DE- junction with the NAACP and Oops, we almost forgot, the
GWEN WALTON.
Los Doce Amigas are Mes- TROIT, where it was founded the TENNESSEE HUMAN RE- AKA's are presenting their anWORLD
dames DENISE HAWIUNS, by MRS. EDWARD (MARY LATIONS COUNCIL. It's slated nual FASHION
and
GERALDINE_ MILLER, LOIS, AGNES) DAVIS and to whom for Oct. 25-26 at LEMOYNE- Sunday November 3,
Julius Lewis is furnishing the
GILDER, JOAN
GOLDEN, sadness came over the week- OWEN COLLEGE.
...The Ancient African Beauty
BERNICE HARRIS, JULIA end with the death of her NAACPers have launched clothes. Circle the date on
bathed in oil and exotic perfumes...
She
your
calendar.
ATKINS, DEBORAH PATTER- gracious mother, Mrs. Joseph their "MISS SOCIAL BELLE
really an artificial beauty.
••••
As •
with
Today's beauties arebea
eaters!
uties
.0.4p
.0
006
SON and MISS ANN FLET- MILLER; CHICAGO, HOUS- Contest" and they want and FREDERICKA HODGES is
io n .clear
thexothuiastitelum
coininepsl-exTON, D.C., and of course need your support, love!
singing lullaby to FREDERICK
CHER.
vrni,
.. a
cent and sophisticated look.
Martha Jean p resented MEMPHIS which has the dis- TERESA S H A CKELFORD TALIFERRO. DR. BOOKER T.
Care. It fades freckles, removes that sirMany of today's beauties have distanned look, aids in removing blackheads
her "Queen's Humanitarian tinction of being the chapter. is all dreamy eyed over her is the proud father. It's their
covered creamy white PALMER'S "SKIN
and smoothing large pores
helps bring
SUCCESS"
BLEACH
CREAM
...the medi'Award" to T.O. JONES, and Misses S H IRLEY PEACE, SWEET SIXTEEN party second child.
out your astral beauty.
cated cream with that heavenly fragrance
R. L. BEASLEY. Flowers LINDA HARGRAVES, JAC- her parents, MR. AND MRS. You missed an exciting and
..."SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM, for fairer,
Ideal to use with "SKIN SUCCESS"
clearer, sateral-leeking loveliness. And
were presented to Denise QUELYN BROADNAX, and GEORGE TOLES tossed for thrilling show if you didn't
CREAM, is PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"
"SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM contains the
SOAP,
with hexachlorophene. Its deepHawkins, Chairman of the CAROL THOMPSON are Ad- her Saturday night in the see LES DANSEURS AFRI- .
full official strength of ammoniated meracting foamy medication beauty-bathes
cury, the medical ingredient often preshow by CALVIN WHITE, visors of the Memphis con- GOLD ROOM of the Sheraton- CAINS presented by LeMoynewhile it sweeps away germs.
scribed by doctors for effective skin
Mid-West District Manager of tingent with yours truly serv- Motor Inn, The Montegoes pro- Owen College. If they're here
Insist on the blue and gold packages!
Carling's Black Label, one of ing as Sponsor.
vided the sounds for the again be sure to go'
the Queen's sponsors.
CLUB HAPPENINGS. .

Society

Merry

Go-round

PALMER'S
SKIN SUCCES.,'
OINTMENT

MR. AM.) MRS. ROSS B. CHEAIRS

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER COMPANY
Memphis Works

DATA PROCESSING
PROGRAMMER
With work experieace in IBM 360
COBOL and direct access devices.
Excellent salary and fringe benefits.
Contact:

REMEMBER CLEOPATRA?

doss alms es • union ate.
..authissati mall

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
3003 HARVESTER ST.
357-5311
Eqoal opportuuity employer [run

BY

Mon Claire NC

"NEM

• /*shirrs specialists in sites

t
,

/
2 to 32'/
Id to 60 arid 161

I 1 No. Main Court

thanks to

..

*ROAMER
basically
black
knit shift

More than a million women
entoy shoe comfort
they never knew before.

527-3619
Introducing "The Afro Wig"

19"

19"

35.00
sizes lG

to 3014

"vitt or day—s brio/
black basic shill
look
of acetate knit Is accent
od by boavtiful seaming
bent of beige
and witsl
detailing
Unites
In the
flatters
teller
roll
soft
your neckline ., black

20
.61,, RAN HD CO PO non Kilt
einad
stalsa ftlahr th• no'the""
Itwornso 5Nov. la ye, dons ow es It •
Moo ipos• till.ttmdb:;9 agelmo mime *or,
.vori
ioir

Sizes to 12
AAAA to C
Sizes Over 10

$1 .00 Extra
Bleck. Blue or Brown Kid
Black, Blue. or Grey Doeskin

only
or
M 411. ORDER.';2.-0odd
tot
to
imitrage Ru
ea
delta
ritgre
o
•
7

Come In And See The All New
"Afro Wig" Only 19.95 See Our
Large Selection Of Wigs & Hair
Pieces. 100% Human Hair
HAND MADE WIGS
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS
LONG MACHINE MADE WIGS
WIGLETS

Matt tied Phone Orders
Add We Postage
4% Res Tens Tax
zip Code Please

WE HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
WE HONOR
.• ,tic.riaAt.

SHOPPE
STOUT 64
• 117443e
SO. MAIM
•
•owNlow
N
2J4-2066 ,
•
UNION
INS
•
AVL
UNION
WHITINAVIN • SOUTIMAND MALL • 311544144

61 SOUTH MAIN STREET PHONE 525-2152

8.95

49.95
19.95
29.98

*AKAN[PIC ARO

EXPERT STYLING
$3.50
CLEAN & STYLE
$5.00

USE
OUR
LAYAWAY
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Patricia Banks Ross Cheairs Wedding
(Continued From Page 11)

phis and Ronald Mickelvy of ceremony in tit beautifully dom, aunt of the groom, of
Jackson, Edward McKelvy of decorated chur ch
dinning Jackson, Tenn.
with Ripley, Tenn. and Marcellus room. The bride's oval table
and entwined
draped
Hostesses for the reception,
streamers.
moss green satin
Brooks of Nashville.
, was covered with white chantil- attired in floor-length gowns
M iss
were
Bridesmaids
Mrs. Banks selected for herilY lice, accented with ivy trim- of pastel colors were Misses
Eddie Lou Malone and Miss
Gwen Fugh, Nora Ross, Berdaughter's wedding a light Ming MemLinda Waddell both of
nice Freeman, Bonnie Shields,
pink lace and crepe dress. It The
wedding
three-tiered
phis, Miss Gayle Mosley of was
fashioned with a half-moon cake was beautifully decorated Mary Cross, Virginia Smith,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Miss
neckline and A-line skirt. Her'with yellow roses, love doves Shirley Davis, Jackie Buckley,
r
Otha Wiseman of Olive Beach, accessories
Pink and and topped with wedding bells. Laura Lane, Mrs. Valerie CoopMiss. They were identically white. At herwere
shoulder
was
a
l Silver candelabra graced the er, and Mrs. Angeline Vaulx
gowned in A-line lemon yellow
white orchid corsage.
table, glowing withwhite ta- all of Memphis.
bell
AIRMAN ULYSSES GUY, son peau de soie, scalloped
An alice blue ribboned lace pers.
When the couple left for the
of Mr. and Mrs. N. Guy of 702 sleeves and a half-moon neck- and
crepe two piece dress was The reception refreshment wedding trip to the Smoky
decorated with
bodice
Wright st., Memphis, has com- line
worn by the groom's mother. table held, glass plates of Mountains, the bride was wearpleted basic training at Lack- white drop pearls.
Mrs. Cheairs wore white ac- white iced individual cakes ing a lemon yellow piquante
*ls
land AFB, Tex., and is now as- They wore tiered tulle
cessories, and a white orchid topped with yellow rosettes, tuck
dress
and
matching
signed to a unit of the Strate- of yellow illusion attached to
corsage.
jacket, with which she wore
along
finger
sandwith
yellow
alThey
gic Air Command at Little yellow organza bows.
The
bride's
accessories and
the
grandmother wiches and yellow and white white
Rock AFB, Ark., as a fire pro- so carried bouquets of yellow was
attired in a rose pink lace wedding punch. A shower of orchid from her bridal bouquet
tection
specialist. He
was carnations draped in green over
taffeta
dress, round lace floral arangement added was pinned at her shoulder.
graduated from Geeter High satin streamers.
ne&ine
a
n
d
three-quarter to the beauty of the table. The couple will reside in
both
School in 1968.
flower
girls,The
length bell sleeves with blue Consultant for the bride Nashville, Tenn., where the
cousins of the bride, Linda accessories, Miss
Price also was Mrs. Clara Hewitt of Jack- groom is Manpower RepresenMarlene Price daughter of Mr. wore a white
orchid
tative for the Tennessee Decorsage. son, Tenn.
and Mrs. Sam Price of Mem- The wedding reception
was Presiding at the register's partment
of
Em p loyment
phis and Adrian Matthews, held immediately following
the table was Mrs. Georgia Wis- Security.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
daughter of
Ezell Matthews of Memphis,
attired in
were identically
•
white couturier lace over yelorlow taffeta dresses, yellow
ganza hair bows. They carried
danity white straw baskets
trimmed with white lace and
satin bows as they scattered
yellow rose petals. They also
gave the guests rice bags
made of yellow, blue and green
net tied with matching satin
AIRMAN ERNEST L. HART, ribbon.
son of James Hart of 510 E. The ring bearers were MiDison ave., Memphis, has com- chael Hayes, grandson of Mr.
pleted basic training at Lack- and Mrs. Ed Malone of Memland AFB, Tex., and is remain- phis and Maurice Stone, son of
ing there for training as a Dr. and Mrs. Herman Stone
security policeman. He is a of Jackson, Tenn.
"Know It And You Won't Ow• It"
1967 graduate of Booker T. The best man was Ray MelWashington High School.
ton of Memphis. Ushers were
Percy Lee, Reginald Green
and Leon Wilson all of Mem-

.Like
and
excitement
...you
bet.

—SAY'S—

Back To School

PEST

RACING NIGHLY THRU
OCTOBER 17th

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL
WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

EVERS;

0•Z•
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6032.

•

MEMPHIS. I/RC;FST '-GOD SIORE-S
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Menciennoll;
MIDT0WN-1620 MADISON
SCOTT

APPLE
SAUCE

Jumble roll
3 limit

large 50 oz

Jar

ALLSWEET

KLEENEX

OLEO

FACIAL
TISSUE

lb 22'

CARNATION

59c

NEWARK, N.J. —(UPI)—
Former baseball star Jackie
Robinson said Monday night
that Hubert H. Humphrey will
win in November if he is able
to "relate to the nation's black
electorate" soon enough.
Robinson, campaigning for
the Democratic national ticket
in eastern urban areas, said
Humphrey's "only problem is
his ability to relate his true
ideas to people."

Soul Power

WDIA

Soul Power

STOREWIDE
SELLOUT
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LUCKY LEAF

TOWELS

UMM"

EXTERMINATING CO: Humphrey Must
TERMITES- ROACHES
Relate To Blacks
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
Says Robinson
CALL Us
BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

Radio 1070
Studying Helps You "Get To It"
... Faster!

CHOCOLATE or Instant
CHOCOLATE BREAKFAST
CHOCOLATE MALT

SALE

WOOLCO'S Best Buy of the Year...
This Beautiful GE Portable TV
Blue-Avacardo or Red "9" Screen-Lightweight"
UHF Channel Selector

200 ct box 25c

PILLSBURY

BISCUITS
extra light

47C

8oz

FAST

LAND 0 LAKES

LIQUID
SWEATNER

BUTTER
93

score

,20, 89c
FRED MONTESI

SWIFT'S

BACON
SLICED

BEEF
STEW
3 limit

24oz

39c

None finer at any price
2 limit
47 IL

lb. 49'
2 111.95c

FRED MONTESI
FOLGERS
MAXWELL HOUSE
CHASE SANBORN
MARYLAND CLUB

COFFEE
WITH COUPO

lb. 1 5C

(or 5130 off any 10 ounce or larger instant coffee)
With coupon and 55.00 additional purchase, •ricluding
value of coupon merchandls• (fresh milk products and
tobacco alio otscluded in compliance with state Jaw).
Coupon copireeWedn•sdoy
October 16,1968.
ONE
coupon per fortify per week.

FRED

MONT SI

$5.00 Permonth

79"

NO MONEY DOWN
VAN CAMP

CHILI with
i BEANS
1601

SORRY, WHEN THEY'RE GONE THAT'S ALL-SO HURRY!
EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
5100 Park Ave. 4 White Station Bd.

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1833 So. Third St. & Bela Blvd.

7
-
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THAWS ".
LOAN UFFICE

Local Depot Involved
In Fighting Poverty

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED
PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • $HOT GUNS
• LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL
iNStRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON AU, ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 a 176 BEAL STRUT SA 6-5300

Memphis is helping to fight
the poverty war on a national
scale through a major defense
installation located here.
Under the federal government's program to train the
hard-core u n employed, the
Defense In
trial Plant

1340
NIGHTand DAY
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC

vani MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL "111'S!'

Whiz Kid
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Car Daelsfi•

7:00 P.M. to /1:00 A M

12:A•Al.ta

YOU Cil"'

Equipment Center on Airv,a s
Is furnishing numerous items
of metalworking and other
equipment to many projects
around the country.
DIPEC is the Defense De
partment's "manager" of government-owned equipment used
in production of military weapons and materials.
Since it was established here
five years ago, DIPEC has
provided from its inventory
some 228 items of equipment
to help train masses of unskilled people in places such
as the now-famous Watts area
of California and other heavily
populated urban communities.
Over $100,000 worth of metal
turning lathes, drills, grinders
and other such machine tools
have been shipped to two
separate manufacturing plants,
cooperating under the government program, in the Watts
area.
DIPEC draws on two sources,
for the equipment — either'
from a reserve stock number,
under its National Industrial!
Equipment Reserve (NIER)1
program, which is monitored;
by the Memphis defense center, or from idle defense reserves.
The equipment is loaned to
the training programs and is,
returned to DIPEC's inventory,
when the courses are completed. The items can also be withdrawn from the programs if
needed by the military for
higher priority production.

TOOTHACHI
Al Perkins
3 00 P.M. to 700 P.M.

Avery F. Davis
1:00 A.M. to 1.00 P.M.

Don't softer agony. Get OPA411, le seconds
you t
from thri.c.
initling toothache pain.
ailt
Put
see
dentist,Vassmrin
ktM de—ese
re:
"41 Ocathn
commended by many dentists. Asi pharmacist for

Me

'LOWER
YOUR

F6-00 COSTS
WITH

Slashed
Prices
plus Top Volvo Stamps
KROGER GRADE "A"

Whole Fryers

25t

U.S. CHOICE TEN DERAY
lb 59

Chuck Steak
CENTER CUT RIB

Pork

ib

Chops

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF

MORRELL SEMI-BONELESS
or Whole
Half
BANQUET - FROZEN

Hams

Cream

Pies

lb. 69

When you buy Kroger Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality as always guaranteed.
No sprays or chemicals ore ever added
to Tenderay. It is tendered NATURALLY
+.0 taste best.

i4oz pkg

Redeem 7th Week

Congratulations

CAPER" Coupons
"

Picture all the great buys
awaiting
you at
LAMARAIRWAYS

for 650 Top Value

Saving

Top Value Stamps

NOW!

REDEMPTION
CENTERS

(lerITITITIMITITSTIMITITIN9er

are conveniently

ws

TUMBLE
THIS
WEEKEND!

Bortlev

Stamps plus 14 Cash

rs

PR ICES

M rs. Mrs John T

Address.:962_C0'ver
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS AT
743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FOR A TENDE RAY SIRLO!N

t

1520 UNION AVE.
MOVE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA

Pepsi aUp oR
100

Cokes 396cbttr:s
with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products
Good thru Tues,Oct.I5th Limit One

located

/114

10 am —5om

opripinincfir)
, 0,9er,,

TUESDAY 11,PU SATUPDA',

7°
JeA1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.
11

ClOSED MONDAYS

KROGER _

Mayonnaise

QT 43C

Giant Fab 3— LB 1—oz pkg65

SHOP THESE STORES FOR
SPECIAL BARGAINS:
• BAXTER'S

• PIC-PAC

• BUTLER'S

• RIFF'S
• SHAINBERG'S

• KATZ
• KENT'S
• THREE SISTERS

• STERLING
• PEREL &
LOWENSTEIN'S

FOR EXTRA TOPonnny
STAMPS EXP
VALUE(hen(.....Ates
144
ept!..a Annna1 keit
Konzethale(.rlann
..11,
.4 1 /!...
ki
ko..pet
is 100 ,,,,h 'seSaladMeat1hkbrle.nleianr•
......Wen....•
LA k 25
4.11. Ram %pith,

head 2R c

Cauliflower
Sweet Potatoes

50
50
50

I.141

.111. toy ut 1

11.11ASEI
,

g

25
25
50
50
50
50

Congratulati▪ons
Mrs. Mrs
Address

Grace Brandon

t

5
0
Rnonod
80
0k1vM
d ylee
"
. Te

JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIP
AT 743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND
YOU A GIFT CERTIFICATE
GOOD FOR 1,500 TOP VALUE
STAMPS;

,,1111 .11A ml 110.11
. RAltalla•

1.11.

none 1 hom.1.•

1 11. Inn Lo
(.e....pd
141n...8
(A.nind,
Pert

SA111161.

le.41,1ahli:
gli:n tIh.1.4
.11 4" :11,R.•h,.

11

.01), .th. .• 111...I
g Vt

k

50 7:•;iltIsi.:::',.":::',V.,rt."..',..:;. Eiji II
..,11, His 1,
,, irlit•
1 imiot,
1 ...., try'

kw" 11141t1I ..I

I
\'

50 • .106.411.
.n.thCanned
i.... 1 11-Flaw
50
50
50 ,
ve"

LSI C......s(

10.

pINK•

kii.te. Slurt/ it.,.. 1.41.11

An equal
OPEN LATE EVERY MON-THURS-FRI-SAT.
ACRES OF FREE,EASY PARKING

opportuni▪ty

employer

M.,•

vkt•
• Mal... lotri1 Cuba,

A.100

"

4
E- 'Et-

boiPsi~gteiker-ti

•

1

1

FRYERS 29c.\
WHOLE
lcc
CUT-UP OR SPLIT
441

SUPER-RIGHT

Sugar Cured

t SLAB BACON
lb
mows awes IRO°

Iwo "mg" aft
• Fresh Turnip \

/ GREENS
2Bunches For

25c

GREEN

\SNAP BEANS

A
)

lb19c
moo
,
0

aft.
oto
`
1 4,
Iloolden or Red\I

/ DELICIOUS
APPLES
41b

49C

I

$20-$60 LAMPS
/
1 2 PRICE

SIMMONS-SEALY
MATTRESS-BOX SPRINGS

11111 Maio

"GREER 21/2 Can N.
I PEACHES4 for 99c

259.50-$649 BEDROOM
SETS-3 AND 4 PIECES

;388

4
%

I

2.19 50 Simmons super firm quilt top mat(r.' S and box spring set
$159
274 LI Sealy Fashioniter with full size Posturepedic mattress
$188
59 50 Sealy twin size mattress or box springs
$29
69 50 Simmons extra firm mattress in full or

twin size $37
149 50 Queen size quilt top mattress and
box spring set
$50
•
249 50 King size quilt top mattress and box
springs set

CRISCO
,1 ‘•

COME EARLY FRIDAY, WAREHOUSE OPENS AT 7 A.M.! WAREHOUSE
OPENS SATURDAY 9 A.M.! LIMITED QUANTITIES! WHILE THEY LAST!

mirror, chest, full size bed
$299
$649 Thomasville 4-pc. Italian bedroom set.
Triple dresser, mirror, chest, full size bed.

so"'

.

.

. .

_195

239.50-329.50 SOFAS

239 50 traditional sofa, gold antique satin
$158
299 50 Italian Provincial wood trim sofa,
loose pillow back, quilted avocado textured

3 lb Can

fabric
.$189
249 50 traditional sofa, black naugahyde
$165

299 50 French Provincial sofa, gold tufted
11001

1111/1 4%4

[killEMI-BONELESN
HAMS
69c
'
1
4
Super Right Small

I

SPARERIBS
C

lb.
44111r 111.1. am. 1111.

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.

OCTOBER 12, 1968

2 DAYS SANR
F ADYMOCOTAE
BOEBR1112
R
LOWENSTEIN'S
CLEAR-AWAY PRICES
WAREHOUSE
2 DAY SAL

259 50 4-pc walnut bedroom set Triple
dresser, mirror, chest, full sized bed $155
629 50 Spanish 4-pc. bedroom set. Triple
dresser, mirror, chest, full size, bed $397
399 50 Italian Provincial set Triple dresser,

SAUSAGE
Ls.c
in3iboilan 439
I•
,-0000011

DEFENDER

56410 Lamp Shades 2.44

Southern ;ell

ANN
.

Page 14

.
back
. $199
329 50 Spanish wood tiim loose pillow back
sofa
.
$198
239 50 knotty pine wing sofa, gold or
avocado tweed .
$150
1 49 50 black naugahyde love seat, kick
pleat skirt
$115

99.50-199.50 CHAIRS
99 50 club lounge chair, black or avocado
naugahyde
$65
199 50 La Z-Boy rocker recliner chair $139

SAVE s50-5100
FAMOUS COLOR T.V.IS
AND STEREOS
$16-$17 MORGAN JONES
Twin Or Full Size Spreads

8,88
$11 INSULAIRE BLANKETS

5188
2.50 Fieldcrest Bath Towels 1.39
1.40 Fieldcrest Hand Towels 79(
70' Fieldcrest Wash Cloths 39%
79.50 Framed Hall Mirrors $25
199.50 Spanish China Cab. $135
139.50 Spanish Dining Table $99
39.50 Spanish Side Chair 22.50

$13-$15 Bates heirloom spreads,
twin size
$25 $30 Bates heirloom spreads,

BE HERE AT 7 O'CLOCK
FRIDAY FOR BEST SELECTIONS. .. MAP AT
RIGHT SHOWS LOCATION OF OUR WEBSTER
STREET WAREHOUSE.
DRIVE SOUTH ON MAIN
ST. TO CENTRAL STATION AREA. . . TURN
EAST ON WEBSTER OR
GEORGIA STS. D 00 R S
OPEN PROMPTLY FRIDAY AT 7 A.M.-AMPLE PARKING SPACE.

flt installed
sq. yd.
7sLi)
100% nylon

king size
$8 insulair blankets, 72x90" size
$6 Stevens twin size no iron

printed sheets

8 88

Dow

Nove
ric g
1 26/

I S.

Famc
purse
and

$25
Little
blend
4-6x

J.

Men
wrist
Sw
year

12 88
4.88
3 50

$7 Stevens full size no iron

printed sheets
3 99 pair of Stevens

54

printed pillowcases

$2

$5 Dacron polyester
filled pillows
$4 Stevens twin size
solid color percales
$4 50 Stevens full size

2 for $5
2 for 55

solid color percales

2 for $6

2 80 pair of Stevens
solid color pillowcases
23 $6-$7 mug and cooler sets
5 $15-$20 yard-of-beer sets
12 or 15 ft widths c
sq. yd. installed 0166

carpet
Save 30%-50% On Roll Ends Carpet
Save 30%-40% On Frigidaire Esc, Ranges
99195 Sunbeam 18" Rotary Mowers
$49
19195-39195 Elec, Window Fans
$12
29195-4935 As Is Steel Cabinets $9-$15
490-29195 Christmas Decorations /
1
2 price
$5
12195 Mirro Teflon Cookware Sets
49.95-64195 Nautalis Range Hoods
$30
9150 Bissell Shampoo Master
$4
139195 Giant 8x5' Steel Shed
$75
44195-129195 Used Power Mowers
$12
24,95 American Tourister Tote Bags
$10
44,95 Eureka Canister Vacuums
$25
49495 Steel China-Utility Cabinets
$25
$3
5149-21199 Aluminum Awnings
44,95 Aluminum Range-Al Grills
$10
USE YOUR CREDIT!
NO MONEY DOWN! MONTHS TO PAY!
LIMITED QUANTITIES-NO MAIL, PHONE
OR C.O.D OR DER S. NO LAY-AWAYS

FREE PEPSI COLA

1.75
1 99

4.88

1 79 set of 4
decorated china mugs
15 99 large wall peacocks

2
5
2
1

Girls'
light
white

each, 19z
6.99
$20 ice buckets
5.99
$9-$30 decorative statues
$6-518
$22 imported cut glass covered
candy dishes
$15
$55 pr imported Venetian
glass candlesticks
$25
$1 French stemware pieces
29c

4 49 95 Oneida stainless
service for 8
29.95
Corning Ware place settings and
serving pieces
25% off
One-of-a-kind
flcwer arrangements
/
1
2 off
30 $45 English earthenware 42-pc
service for 8
19.95
Franciscan earthenware, Malibu or
Fruit pattern
SO% off
29c 1 29 artificial fruit, nuts 19c-49s
60 $10 lined antique satin draperies,
48x63"
6.66
80 $14 lined antique satin draperies, .
48x8.1"
15 $24 lined antique satin draperies,
96x63"
16.66
20 $29 lined antique satin draperies,
96x84"
17.66
10 $45 lined antique satin draperies,
144x84"
27.66
20 8 99 Hayward chair covers
4.49
6 18 99 Hayward sofa covers
9.49
12 19 95 Kurz 8-way dream loungers $6
10 19 95.24 95 record-go-round tables S8
6 74 95 20" Sunbeam single blade
electric mower
$35
10 49 95 double door
wardrobe cabinet
$25
8 29 95 Wagner portable
electric clothes dryer
$7
10 19 95 12" round Habachi iron grill $6
12 2 for 597 outdoor patio
torches
2 for 2.99
10 595 Mirro 9-cup
Teflon percolator
1.66
12 7 95 ceramic tile bath tub edging 2.44
24 695 10 95 Hirsh 12" and 18"
Shelve-it all
4.88-7.88
8 44 95 69 95 Hoover and Eureka
vacuum sweepers
$20-$35
50 599 set of 13 plastic
carpet savers
.10c
36 39c metal clothes line poles .... 10c
24 3 79 20-gallon galvanized
garbage cans
. $2
8 19 95-29 95 Toastmaster

Keys
mod
sorte

Conto
achust
elastic
32-36

47.66

trimmers-edgers
6 34 95 Lewyt canister
vacuum cleaner

$10-$15

8 32 99 10-drawer unpainted chest

36 5 95-8 95 gallon Enterprise paint
15 5 95-8 95 deluxe laundry carts
15 2 95-3 95 Pyrex baktware

$4-

Sho
sh
knit
Clu

$3

$10

$24
$1
1.99
precis

22.50-$25 FIELDCREST
TWIN OR FULL SPREADS

12,88

Whi
,on
in b

Farm
shirt
ne
style
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A Point of View
ter working conditions, self-i and even newspapers. . .from the American public be shaken
respect, and community ac-I government agencies to pri- wide awake to the realities of
,: vate investigators,
Last Saturday morning two ceptance.
it is being
moved They have been more or increasingly stressed that the this bad situation. Memphis
significant
parades
clown Main Street in Mem- .s
or tim- 1 cities of the United States may really be broke. . .like so
• • • d for
phis . . . at the same time.
are in bad shape financially. many other American cities.
charging
are
folk
Some
ing.
They met around Main and
that now is not the time for Increased
populations, in- The great need is that the
Union Streets. They politely
these service to be pressing creased costs of operations, Memphis public be told condivided Main street between
more pay. They accept increased demands for more vincingly and shown convincthem and kept moving. One for
idea that Memphis is aid better services for the ingly the facts of life in that
the
r parade was going north . . .
"broke". . .not financially able public, are obviously putting a respect. Maybe some kind of
the other was travelling south.
meet the pay-raise demands'strain on the finances of most campaign should be launchThe only incidents between to
of
A m erica's
workers.
metropolitan ed by the city government
them was theat they waved of the
Other folk are raising what centers.
to let all citizens. . .especially
and smiled at each other.
they call a moral issue of right But the workers argue that at the grass roots. . .know
One set of paraders was and wrong. They say it is not as the city's
costs of opera-1 the facts. . .the real facts
singing and clapping hands. right for the hospital workers lion
up, is°ndivdodua
their
thisanc
costs
dats
s about the state of the city's
The other parade had bands to walk off and leave sick of living
nog
financial situation. Then mayplaying, strutting majorettes, people inadequately attended. families.
both arguments, be something reasonable could
a decorated float and cars. But the workers offer the re- are logical.
be worked out on a basis of
The first
parade
was a buttal that it is wrong for , It seems high time
that:
mutual understanding.
"march" of striking hospital them
_
expected
to
be
to
workers ancl their sympa- sacrifice their own well-being
thizers. It was going north on and that of their families for
Main. The other parade was oth er people, when the rest of
the city's annual Fire Pre- the city's citizens go on
vention processional. It was their way. . .indifferent to the
going south on Main.
needs of the workers. . and
A white spectator was over- reluctant to do anything to
heard to remark, "Now, ain't improve their lot.
Langston
Hughes,
widely i Meltzer's biography includes
this something. . .one crowd
held to be the poet laureate a selection
The argument
tat
is
of Hughes' most
marching to save the city is
lt1el)his of black people, is the sub- loved poetry.
not convincing
from fire and destruction. . , to most of the city's service!ject of a biography to be
pub- , Beside writing eleven voland the other crowd a potentiall workers. They just du
notl lished by Thomas Y. Crowell
threat to set it on fire and believe that Memphis is unable Company on October 14. The ;I umes of verse, Mr. Hughes
destroy it. . ,"What are we to pay them a living wage. biography is by Milton Melt- branched out to write short
stories, novels,
plays, and
coming to anyhow?".
i They point to new buildings zer, who was a close friend of 'books for children. He is
wideNobody attempted to an- going up. . .to the boasts of and
collaborator
with
Mr. ly known for
his "Simple"
swer the man. He seemed to local leaders about
g
s.
e
was
working
on
increased
the biography at the time of stories, originally published in
be talking more to himself volumes of business
in the
the Chicago Defender. He al;• than to anyone in particular' city. They note the city's other the poet's death in 1.967.
so complied several collections
anyway. But, from this point expansive projects, and they Thbiography,e
which is pri- of Negro
lore nicluding A
manly geared
of view, it was an ominous and conclude that they are
to young
being
History of the Negro
!readers, gives a full amount Pictorial
dismal observation. One doesn't given the run-around.
in America and Black Magic,
They are
laccount of Mr. Hughes' colorgo along with the observer's, convinced
that the money is
ful life. It traces his youthful dealing with, the Negro in ensuggestion that any of the here. . .and
that it can be
travels from Kansas to Mexico tertainment. On both books he
marchers thought in terms provided
to meet their modest
to Harlem to Paris to Dakar, collaborated with Milton Meltof destroyin g the city. The demands.
\
Africa. In the thirties, Hughes zer.
vast majority of Memphians, Whether
they are right or visited
Mr. Meltzer, in addition to
as represented by both groups1 wrong
Spain during the civil
about the city's not war
editing, anthologies, has writand
of marchers, welcome and being
,, expe- ten biographies
"broke"
cannot
be dition to Russia. Ile
of such nineapplaud the fire prevention answered
also
jour- teenth
here. But it might be neyed
t .•
' I
rY
all
the way around the figures
program in this city.
, pointed out that Memphis is world,
as Thaddeus Stevens,
everywhere gaining
But on one side there were not alone
Samuel Gridley Howe, and
among American
some
legitimate
a Lydia Maria Child. He has
grievances cities which are in the "fin- following as a poet for all peoalso
pie.
which gave pause for thought ancial
' nomTphieleird 0%n
thp.
. Wo
arwdasr,d-awitnhr
dumps". All over the Langston
ni:ig
e_
Hughes' poems ra• In
on what that spectator sgld. nation
there are concerned diate the
idea that "black is volume
The hospital workers, most of expressions
documentary history
about the plight beautiful." They
whom are black, are stating of
capture the'of the American Negro
American cities. Learned rhythms of
also
jazz and are con- published
their case for more wages, bet- articles
by Thomas Y. Croin magazines, books,;cerned with
pride and freedom, 1 well Company.

By NAT. D. WILLIAMS

SATURDAY
SPECIALS

DOWNTOWN
ONLY

These Items On Sale Saturday, October 12, One Day Only
Downtown Only. No Mail Or Phone Orders, Please. Limited Quantities.
Acc.ssori.s. Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

$2 gloves

$3 slippers

99°

1,99

Novelty styles, fine fabric gloves Broken sizes
61
/
2-8

Famous brand fabric and
leather slippers Good
choice of styles

$5-6.50 leather purse needs

Famous brand small leather
purse accessories Many colors
and styles

2.50-3.25

Girls' World, Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

$25-$30 girls coats

$7 girls dresses

15.99

2.88

Little girls' wool or wool
blend dress coats in sizes
4-6x

Little girls' dresses in new
fall styles and colors 4-6x

10.95-12.50
wrist watches

$2 Desert Flower
hair spray

5.49

77°

Men's and women's
wrist watches with fine
Swiss movements One
year warranty

Famous Desert Flower
fragrance in a hair spray
Discontinued 13-oz size

Girls' Wildcat bicycle in
light blue and black with
white wicker basket

Fall and winter styles and fabrics in
cluding easy-care blends 10-20, 14' 2241
/
2
Lingerie, Downtown Second Floor of Fashion

2.39
3.99
3.99
8.99
3.99
3.99
3.50

special! tricot briefs
White acetate or cotton tricot
5-8
Sizes 9-10
79c

6 for 3.50

usually $58! California Coats
A fabulous group of luxury fabrics including worsted ottomans, carnival
tweeds, shadow plaids. Bright neutral
colors, plus black Misses and petites
sizes 6-16

$35 Trainer Bicycle

29.97
Swarthmore 20" bicycle in
blue and chrome Whitewall tires

Lamps, Curtains, Downtown, Lower Main

$47

Junior World, Downtown Second Floor of Fashion

$22 junior
trench coats

$12 imported sweaters

8.99

Water repellent Avril rayon
and cotton blend in natural
or'navy Sizes 5-13.

$5-$10 Orlon sweaters

$10 bonded wool skirts

3.99

6.99

Slipover novelty styles in
washable Orlon acryli
Pink, green, yello w, or
orange 34-40.

Misses' bonded wool skirts
in solid colors or fall-toned
plaids. 8-18.

20% off

2 for 4.99

$5-$8 misses' blouses 2.99

36- tier curtain and
matching valance in embroidered styles G o I d,
red, pink, or green on
white

Downstairs Budget Store. Downtown Lower Main

Keystone floor and table
model tole lamps in assorted styles and colors

7.50 contour
bra slip

2.99

4.99

Contour lace cup bras with Famous brand bra slips
adjustable ribbon straps, with contoured bra top, adelastic back White Sizes justable straps, non-cling
skirt White or beige 3232-36 A-B-C
36 A-B-C
Men s Furnishings, Downtown Main Floor

79c-1.50 men's
dress socks

long sleeve
dress shirts

$4

$1

/
1
2 off

White cotton broadcloth
long sleeved dress shirts
in broken sizes

Nylon stretch or cotton
lysle men's socks in
many colors and sizes

2.99

$/5 silk -Wool
men's suits

$1

6.95-14.95 dresses

4.99

2.99

Junior, misses' and wo-

Irregulars. Hobnail style or
plaid spreads in twin or full
bed sizes.

men's dresses in assorted
styles, fabrics, and colors

Men's fall suits in silk
and wool blends Broken
sizes and colors

Boys World. Downtown Main Moor

Inng sleeve
knit shirts

$3-$4 children's shoes

3.95-6.95 girdles

2.99

2 pair $3

Lycra and nylon famous
brand girdles in sizes S-ML-XL

Dress and school styles
Just 200 pair, mostly girls

3.95-4.95 men's
sport shirts

2.29 boys' knit shirts

2 for $3

$1

1st quality Orlon acrylic
knits with fashion collars
Many colors 6-16

Irregulars Long sleeved noiron Dacron polyester-cotton shirts Solids or plaids
S-M-L-XL

2.59
1 99 Jet-Shower combination
$1 ironing board covers
$1 hardwood hangers
$1 men's plastic raincoats
$2 floral chair pads
$4 floral rocker pad sets

50c
50c
50c
SOc
Si
1.99

Stationery. Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

Assorted party goods

/
1
2 off
$3 school bags
$1 boxed stationery
$1 boxed assoi-ted cards
7 95 Match Mate game
$7 2-drawer files

$1
59c, 2 for Si
59c, 2 for Si

$3-3.50

$3-$4 sport shirts

1.69
Famous brand cotton knit
shirts in crew neck, turtleneck or fashion collared
styles Sizes 8-18 2 for $3

$3-$4

$1
Boys knit or sport shirts,
many styles, not all sizes

permanent press

9

Notions, Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

$54

Short sleeved dress
shirt s, sport shirts, or
knit shirts or ties "The
Club"

$6-$8 decorator spreads

1.99

$5-$6 long sleeve sport shirts
Famous brand permanently
pressed polyester and cotton
sport shirts Long sleeved
Plaids or solids S-M-L-XL
$4-$5 ties and shirts

1

$3-$4 dress, suit travel bags

$4-$5 sport shirts, pajamas
Short sleeved cotton knits, polyester-cotton sport shirt s, or
shortie style pajamas Broken
sizes and colors

T

M.T.T.M. Sportswear, Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

7.50 tier
curtain sets

$4 Warner
contour bras

C

Wool and nylon blend cardigans imported from Italy
White, pink, or yellow
Sizes 34-40.

$20-$26 Metal
Tole Lamps

Foundations, Downtown Second Floor of Fashion

O

Biography Of Langston
Hughes Out This Wee

$5

3 50 nylon briefs, moongold color, 4-7
$6 nylon petticoats, S-M:-L
$6 nylon slips, broken sizes
$13 nylon slips, broken sizes
$6 shift gowns, printed challis
$7 long gowns, printed challis
$7 cuddle soft fleece sleepcoats

14.99

Toys, Downtown Lower Main

37.88

special! $12-$18 daytime dresses

Coats, Downtown Second Floor Of Fashion

Jewelry and Cosmetics Downtown Main Floor of Fashion

$45 Wildcat
girls bike

Daytime Dresses, Downtown Second Floor of Fashion

Downtown
Open Saturday
10 'til 6 P.M.

boys slacks $1

nirdn rrm:
430 Lowea

$1
$2

8

Once upon a Greyhound
...it's like eating peanuts. You won't want
to stop. When you do stop, you'll get off
right in the heart of town. It's that convenient! It's that pleasant! Greyhound has
more buses, more frequent schedules to
more places than anybody else. Going
Greyhound is like eating peanuts. You
won't want to stop. Why should you? It
costs only peanuts...Try it.

Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. For example:
ONE WAY
ONE WAY

St. Louis, No. ... 1065
$lro
Chicago, 111
2413
Detroit, Mich.

Milwaukee, Wisc. .
Louisville, Ky. ...$134°
Nashville, Tenn... 7"
Jackson, Miss.... 710
1
4:
...; 26°
d hiOoh.io
an0
Pine Bluff, Ark... 5
Tolelveedlo,
C
Cincinnati, 0
s 16 65 Greenville, Miss..
GREYHOUND 203 Union Avenue - Phone: 525-5731,

GO GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us
•

ii
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a YOC staff member and is
but fail to retain them, Taylor
referred to the appropriate
said.
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
"Being exposed is one thing,
office in the ar?a of his home.
but if the exposure is not conServices provided to those
stant, there will be low retenA large manufacturer of in- MENT SECURITY. At the
rejected
from military service
tion. My problem was I just
dustrial and domestic machin- present time some ten opendid not have the time I needed
ery and equipment located in ings exist in both the Pro- include employment counseling,
referral
to
schools,
vocato
be totally effective."
recruitduction Maehine Operator and
southeast Memphis is
tional training, medical serving workers for production-line Welder t aining programs.
Although the classes took
ices and direct job placement.
NEWARK, N. J. — Take six ber of discoveries that
assembler, spray painter, in- Over 15 openings are available
shat- place in the evenings, attenThis
or
seven
information
disadvantaged
is
chilprovided
ter
some
stereotypes about dis- dance was excellent, according
spector and coil winder posi- in the auto service station
as a service of the Memphis dren, add some topical discus- advantaged
children.
tions. This is fun-time employ- mechanic class. Interested apsions
and
office
then
mix
with some "The idea that they are in- to Taylor.
of the Tennessee Dement with wages ranging up- plicants are invited to apply
partment of Eniployment Se- simple chemistry experiments. capable of learning because "Some of the children had to
ward from $1.60 per hour. at any office of the TENNES- curity.)
This is the successful for- of low aptitude is
entirely in- take buses across Newark, but
SEE DEPARTMENT OF EMmula that Ron Taylor discov- correct," he said.
Persons with production line PLOYMENT SECURITY
"Their situa- they came rain or shine."
for
ered as a volunteer tutor for tion at home or a t
experience or interested in additional iaformation.
school, is After a relationship was
the Child Service Assn. of such that they probably
this type of employment are
will established that the training
•
•
•
Newark.
Taylor
is
a
research
invited to apply at TENNESnever have the option of a was not a typical classroom
chemist for Humble Oil & Re- college education.
SEE DEPARTMENT OF EMA comprehensive
Supersituation, the children began
fining Company's research and "We have to stimulate
PLOYMENT SECURITY
at market Casqier-Checker traintheir to ask countless questions.
engineering
affiliate
in
Linden,
either 1295 Poplar Avenue or ing program is being conductthinking even though their
"Once the children realized
N. J.
ed at the ADULT EDUCAsituation is diluted with other
43 North Cleveland.
that this was a free-floating
TION CENTER, DOWNTOWN --"I wanted to get involved in concerns. I found that these type thing, they had plenty of
* •
WANTED — COLORED DEALER
BRANCH at 591 Washington for
tutorial
work, and I didn't youngsters get old at a very questions," Taylor said. "When
sales
and
The establishment of a state Avenue. This
service of new space
four-week course design cleaners. $500 investment
care
whom
I tutored," Taylor early age.
it came to experiments, the
.e!hospital ind school for men- provides basic
cured by merchandise
required. Sales said. "I wanted to help chil"You gain the acceptance of only thing I insisted on was
information to experience
helpful We will train and
tally distrubed children sched- prepare trainees
for employ- assist in organizing your own buil- dren, black and white, who these children by not con- care in handling the chemiuled to open in Shelby County ment in either
large or small peas. For information can 324-6107. needed someone to act as a descending or talking down to cals."
In the near future serves to retail stores.
spur to give them impetus." them. I structured my class as Besides the classroom disHELP WANTED. =MALE
create a critical demand for
3 Neat appearing ladles with car to
While giving a series of Op- a fun thing — something not cussions, the chemical work
workers in the occupation of The program, being spon- help with our fall rush of business.
portunity-In
Industry lectures like school — so they would conducted in the class includThree hours day or evening.
Psychiatric Aides. The Arling- sored by the Adult Distribu- $35
per week. One manager opening. at the Seventh Avenue School be receptive. The
discipline ed making nylon, Dry Ice
ton Hospital and school which
Write:
C. C. Broyle
in Newark, Taylor made in- problem did not exist."
tive
experiments a n d acid-base
Education
Division
of
The
1805 W. Holmes Road
hopes to be in operation early
The children grasp concepts titrations.
quiries concerning the needs
Memphis 38109
'n 1969 anticipates a need for Vocational Education Departfor volunteer tutors. He was
FOR SALE
some 300 workers in his cate- ment of Memphis City Schools
referred
to the Child Service
New
and
Used
Furniture
&
Appliance.
gory to fully staff their facility and the Memphis retail food We carry notes on used merchandise Assn.
industry, requires an entrance Call; Chaste& Furniture & Appliance
once in complete operation.
527-6133
fee of only $10.00. Further
"The association—through a
. The
Arlington
institution information may be obtained BEE LINE FASHION needs 3 worn- series of grants-counsels famien
in
this
area
to
show
nationally
plans in on•the-job training by calling the ADULT EDUadvertised lines. Free clothing plus lies who have financial, social
program for Psychiatric Aides CATION
CENTER, DOWN- profit No canvassing or collecting. or marital problems," Taylor
which will provide trainees TOWN BRANCH at 526-6521 or Use of car necessary.
said. "The children I work
Phone 398-7634 after 5 p.m.
with the necessary job knowl- from any office
with came from these families.
of
the
edge, physical skills and at- TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT BUSINESS FOR SALE
The young people were selecttitudes with a special em- OF EMPLOYMENT SECURIed on the basis of their general
BAKERY
phasis on caring for and work- TY.
aptitude and represented the
HOLLYWOOD
and
CHELSEA —
ing with mentz.11y disturbed
Only one in area. During good busi- first such group at CSA."
• • *
ness. Will show books. Practically
children.
More
information
Taylor's students were mostall new equipment. $15,000 with
will be availabit as plans for SELECTIVE Service rejectees 910.000
ly from
Newark's Central
down.
are provided with every pos- Charles Moore
357-3333 Ward and in the fifth, sixth,
this program materialize.
276-0874
sible service by the TENNES- J. R. Atkins
seventh, and eighth grades.
Company
Horne Realty
• • *
SEE DEPARTMENT OF EM2438 Chelsea
They met once a week for two
323-4024
Recruitment 2nd screening ofl PLOYMENT SECURITY MEN. ARA
hours in a basement storeapplicants flr the Manpower through the YOUTH OPPORroom
at the
association's
SHORT
RELIEF
Development and Training Act TUNITY CENTER at 43 North
building.
programs for production ma- Cleveland. Every young
ORDER CLERK
"Many of these children
chine operators, welders and man examined for military ,
have no father image with
automobile service station me- service who does not meet thei
Carousel Restaurant
which they can relate, and my
chanics is continuing at all minimum standards is interfunction was to serve as a
offices of the TENNESSEE viewed at the ARMED FORCRoad
Walnut
Grove
2924
cross between a father and
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOY- ES EXAMINING STATION by
a brother," Taylor said. "I
NORTHWOOD PARK
never followed a lesson plan. CHEMIST HELPS NEEDY CHILDREN—Ron Taylor
I would have an experiment conducts an experiment with a light scattering instrument at
APTS.
but it would come after we Humble Oil & Refining Company's research and engineering
for
Wired
apts.
bedroom
Specious 2
4-C Water furnished. Off street park- discussed current events and affiliate in Linden, N. J. Taylor, a research chemist for the
ing. See Mr. Avant, 1146 Breedlove
gripes."
Humble affiliate, serves in his spare time as a volunteer tutor
apt No. 11.

Job Market Information

Chemist Uses Formula
To Help Needy Kids

• iPIINNI

"IN

demeems

Vol. !

Classified Ad
Section

Men's Permanent Press
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts

2.99
fhese shirts would be 4.99.6.99 if perf•ct! Moron blend of Dacron polyest•r and cotton.Button.
down collars in assit stripe pattern; solid colors
with French cuffs and spread collar. blue,gold,
green or burgundy. 142 to 16':. Men's Furnish.
ings, Budget Store, Downstairs.

Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You

J. D. MARKS REALTY
COMPANY
62 N. MAIN STREET
JACKSON 5-1796

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mg. Radius of the City .Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
'MS IS ONE MODS REASON WHY MOM AND MORI PEOPLE IVY FROM ACE APPLIANCE'

yby ism.. moody*,
Doois• lo Ni44•rol.
DI OMPt0701
.0 Urn TOW

I

OM DAY MU
Dollivory $oMoo

I

I Ilanise Allmaphla Aron I
Pr Over 21 Tem

ADMAN!!
SPICIA1.1111

15* Iowa lords Of
.yrigOdok• tone la
104-64•00 •

DO Doy Toys.,
0• Camas.Clans

is Tows 11•••••

Pooloty
lowileed Sisebsedee
•

ID Mello illepeliebed
Sereese Trader

it

for disadvantaged children in nearby Newark.

/•

,,,,, /

HELP WANTED
kooks, Chicken Packers.
Jack Pirtle Drive In
1217 S. Bellevue
FOR SALE
21 in T. V. Set. $35. Refrigerator.
$30. Automatic
Range,
$35. Gas
Washer. $35. Small Deep Freeze, $50.
276-7119
apt. See resident agent. 1146 Breedlove. Apt. No. 11.

Why Sacrifice.QualitY, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Law Prices

1

for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

0•

NO MONEY
DOWN

<4
'

NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

mom=NT ACTION WARM
MODEL WAN SHOWCREST WHITE
let MA 111/31C1 sod PARTS .$

989
NO GNAW

2a1 TEAR SERVICE Hail PARTS

HOME - INVESTMENT

Elmer Harris Realty Company
3534 Park Ave.

327-6192

4th TEAR SERVICE sod

Messick and Melorsr
Near 5151'
Two Bedrooms and Den. Refrigerator
and stove Included. Shady Yard. GI
or FHA Loan. Easy to buy, like paying rent. Garage attached to house,
window guards. Beautiful inside.
Located at 2978 CARRINGTON RD.
Call Mrs. W. M. Roster

NO CHARM

sisr

NO CMARISE

TOTAL COST

EHC

FOR 5 FULL YEARS

11111111

& Co

BUSINESS FOR SALE

SMOKEY BAR-B-Q
Well F.ritablislied
Bar-B-Q and Sandwich business in
an excellent location on Lamar at
Barksdale. If you are interested In
a good business, call for an appointment to nee and discuss terms.

Frigidaire Fier. Automatic Drpr

FRIGIDAIRE NEC. Milt

/*tote DAN SNOwr-REST WWI

93995

let YEAR SERVICE wed PUTS

so awes

'ad YEAR SERVICE hod PARTS

NO CHARGE

Grti TEAR SERVICE Gad PARTS

*** ••

4th YEAR stews emll PARTS

NO CHARGE

$0995
NO CHARGE

5th YEAR SERVICE owl-PARTS

NO CHARGE

TOTAL COST
FOR S FULL YEARS

All Models of Frigidaire Washers end Dryers
Carry the Same 5-Year Written Guaranteedwells p.m
woo AD town. POlao VrIsidales. leo
1..44 Dirt•Irl• Press *elm.
~a,Swoop", p•«*
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Ns Iwo.. No

AZZIE HARRIS REALTY CO.
946-2264

946-7236
1170

Mississippi

REFRIGERATOR 1135, RANGE. 430:
21-INCH TV, $35; AUTO. WASHER.
$M. DRYER. $35; DEEP FREEZER.
$50.
7787119
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Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas
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Phone ,526-8391
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... NO CHARGE

ruts

-StIt IIAR SERVICE witil PARTS

GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD."

525-5938 or 276-3447

NO(MAROS

3n1 YEAR SERVICE tout PARTS ••

re,‘Peg gonads*.

S.

Large 2-Bedroom Brick Duplexes in
good neighborhood. All are rented.
Will sell FHA or VA at the appraise
value or for an investment. We can
sell all Duplexes at a very attractive
price. For further information call
Mrs. Virgie Kenndy 452-7830

HOME FOR SALE
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in Natural Color...

S.

"Beautiful, Lake-View Lot In,
• Multi-Million Dollar Develop-1
,ment at Bella-Yesta, Arkan.,
1sas".
4
'Write to: Mr. Roy G. Warren,
Box TSD, 2133 Westchester '
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

/

Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be... ,
PHOTOGRAPHED'

HOME AND BUSINESS
Living Quarters with Grocery Store
Fixture. Can be handle on Terms.
1519 N. Trezevant
357-333 or 323-4024
Charles Moore
278-0959
I. F. Hubbard

eider by Plow

We fereese

Award Nom
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NMI Weis/4
highleivo
Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either Frigniaire.Washer or Dryer
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MI TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Aventit.
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 P.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road .
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
3249322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Averau•
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemor•
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vonc• Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Asti.
PEARSON GRO.
35.40 Beaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines...8. N•wspotters
All Out of Town Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pr•s. & D.I. S•f V

C•

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & NI. Service.
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & D.I. Servic•
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLemore

POST

OFFICE •
BpAEANTLAEzBERADNRUCGH 02

WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road

209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Av•nuis
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Ch•Isio
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
s.
&Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
16,7 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSE'OOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
9484531
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